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Honey bees (Apis mellifera L.) continue to experience high annual declines due to
a combination of factors including pesticides. Due to increasing agricultural
intensification has led to a reliance on systemic pesticide treated seed which can brought
back to the colony in pollen and nectar. Treated seed is not subject to the same guidelines
as pesticide applications reducing the regulations on the disposal of treated seed. In 2015,
an ethanol plant in Mead, Nebraska began processing expired treated seed for ethanol
production. Subsequently, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Bee Lab started seeing
100% colony failure in apiaries surrounding the plant.
To examine the effects on colony function in this polluted environment compared
to other landscapes, queenless colonies were established and allowed to requeen
themselves after given resources from “deadout” or contaminated colonies from Mead,
Nebraska or from a control site. Colonies given contaminated combs produced fewer
overall queen cells and were less likely to successfully requeen themselves compared to
those given control resources. These results indicate pesticide laden resources impact
queen rearing capacity.
Exposure to pesticides can have sublethal impacts on individual worker aging,
queen behavior, and gene expression. Using apiary locations or sites as treatments, small
observation hives with age-marked worker bees were set up to monitor bee behavior at
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the contaminated site and a control site. Results showed significant differences in the
onset of critical hive tasks and worker bees at the contaminated site accelerated their
aging process resulting in lower brood care and pollen processing by young bees and
more precocious foraging which leads to shorter worker longevity. Queen locomotion
was largely unaffected, but egg-laying rate was reduced for queens in the contaminated
site. These results indicate environments contaminated with widespread systemic
pesticide pollution can have differential, subtle, and cascading effects that disrupt critical
behaviors and colony functions, reduce overall productivity, and increase risk for colony
failure.
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1. Literature review
1.1.

Status of honey bees in the United States

European honey bees, Apis mellifera L., are commercially managed insect pollinators that
pollinate roughly 58 different food crops in the U.S. (Calderone 2012) estimated at a
value of $34 billion USD annually (Jordan et al. 2021). However, honey bee colony
survival and productivity are at risk as colonies are faced with numerous stressors
including parasites and diseases, poor nutrition, and exposure to pesticides (Decourtye et
al. 2010, Rosenkranz et al. 2009, vanEngelsdorp, 2009, Johansen, 1977, Steinhauer et al.
2018, Potts et al. 2010, Goulson 2015). According to the National Bee Informed
Partnership (BIP) survey which documents self-reported beekeeper data in the U.S., the
average annual colony losses have increased over the past decade from 25% in 2011-12
to 39% in 2021-22 (Spleen et al. 2013, Aurell et al. 2022).
It is important for beekeepers to understand and be able to diagnose the full scope
of phenomena in their colonies to maintain colony health, a high rate of annual survival
and productivity, and to make decisive best management decisions. However, it has
proved difficult in particular for many beekeepers to observe and define pesticidal
impacts, especially when the interactions between the numerous potential colony
stressors are often undefined (O’Neal et al. 2018). Honey bee behavior also influences
how stressors interact within a colony. Honey bees are eusocial organisms allowing them
to transmit pathogens, parasites, and pesticides within a colony through behaviors such as
grooming or trophallaxis (Fries & Camazine 2001). They also travel to other colonies to
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rob resources and occasionally drift between colonies, potentially exposing strong
colonies to stressors that have plagued weaker colonies (Peck & Seeley 2019). While
these behaviors can increase toxicant transfer, trophallaxis, grooming, and hygienic
behavior along with induced physiological defenses can also help overcome stress factors
within a colony by limiting or buffering overall transmissions (Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016,
Evans & Spivak 2010).

1.2.

Varroa mites and pesticidal interactions

Since its arrival in 1987, the ectoparasitic mite, Varroa destructor, has remained one of
the principal causes of U.S. honey bee colony failure (Anderson & Trueman 2000,
Kulhanek et al. 2017). Mites feed on host bees and rapidly reproduce within comb cells
containing developing offspring (or brood), making them difficult to manage with
conventional pesticide/acaricide applications (Ramsey et al. 2018). During the host
pupation period, mother mites produce male and female offspring that mate so that any
mated daughter mites emerge with the newly emerging adult bee cell (Rosenkranz et al.
2010). Mature, mated, female mites move among adult bees to feed within a colony and
disperse via phoresy to other colonies (Rosenkranz et al. 2010). Varroa mites primarily
feed on the fat bodies of honey bees, a vital tissue needed for many critical functions
involved in nutrition, immunity, and the ability to maintain proper thermoregulation
during winter (Ramsey et al. 2018, Amdam et al. 2004). When mites pierce the cuticle of
their host to feed, the parasites may also transmit a suite of viruses that further weaken
colonies through the introduction and spread of diseases (Evans & Cook 2018).
Before the introduction of Varroa, U.S. beekeepers applied few chemicals inside
their colonies. However, as Varroa mite pressure began to grow in the late 1990s,
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beekeepers turned to chemical acaricides to limit mite populations within colonies
(Rosenkranz et al. 2010). Originally, beekeepers implemented synthetic acaricides like
coumaphos (an organophosphate), tau-fluvalinate and flumethrin (pyrethroids), and
amitraz (a formamidine) (Rosenkranz et al. 2010). However, residues of these lipophilic
compounds may become sequestered in beeswax comb, accumulating and interacting
with other chemicals that increase toxicity and the likelihood of adverse effects on bees
(Johnson et al. 2009, Johnson et al. 2013). Prolonged chronic exposure to such residual
pesticides in comb and food stores have led to Varroa mite populations developing
resistance to some synthetic acaricides and to the misuse (or off-label use) of chemicals
by beekeepers (Elzen et al. 2000, Milani 1999, Sammataro et al. 2005, Johnson et al.
2013). With the possibility of resistance to synthetic acaricides, “softer” acaricides were
developed that use natural products like essential oils or organic acids that are beneficial
because they reduce the probability of resistance development and do not accumulate in
high concentrations within wax (Bogdanov 2006, Rosenkranz et al. 2010). However,
adoption into commercial honey bee operations has lagged due to slower knockdown,
longer application time requirements, and less overall effectiveness at rapidly lowering
mite counts. Non-chemical integrated pest management strategies have proven largely
ineffective at significantly lowering mite counts (Rinkevich et al. 2017).
Varroa mites share a mutualistic relationship with the viruses they transmit
termed the Varroa-virus complex where Varroa mites transmit viruses to adult bees
which causes immunosuppression later leading to increases in Varroa mite production
within infested colonies (Di Prisco et al. 2016). This complex can also act synergistically
with pesticides, from those used in-hive to those found in the surrounding environment,
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and act to inhibit normal colony functions and exacerbate colony health decline
(Annoscia et al. 2020, Locke et al. 2012). For example, honey bee larvae exposed to
pesticides may become more susceptible to Varroa mite infestations and the viruses they
transmit (Gregorc et al. 2012). Varroa mites also exhibit elevated feeding efficiency
when placed in colonies exposed to the neonicotinoid imidacloprid resulting in higher
infestation rates (Annoscia et al. 2020). Further, when combined with exposure to
neonicotinoid pesticides, Varroa mites can inhibit locomotor functions that adversely
impact flight time and distance travelled, thus reducing the foraging capacity of workers
and overall productivity of a colony (Blanken et al. 2015). Further, foragers fed the
neonicotinoid thiamethoxam had increased homing failure when colonies had elevated
Varroa infestation (Monchanin et al. 2019).

1.3.

Queen failures in honey bee colonies

A healthy, laying queen can produce 1000-2000 eggs per day providing the vital
workforce necessary to sustain brood rearing, regulate colony homeostasis, defend a
colony, and forage for resources in the environment (Rangel et al. 2013). A queen
deposits fertilized eggs into comb cells that develop into diploid worker bees or
unfertilized, haploid eggs that develop into male offspring (drones). A healthy honey bee
colony maintains a strong population of worker bees (adults and immatures) of 30,000 to
60,000 individuals depending on the time of season, while only a few hundred drones
will typically occur during peak summer. However, if a queen bee becomes sick or
injured and stops laying, becomes depleted of sperm and is unable to maintain production
of worker bees (e.g. a drone-laying queen), or suddenly dies, a colony will sense a
reduction in pheromones released by the queen and brood triggering the production of
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supersedure cells to replace the queen via emergency queen rearing (Hatch et al. 1999).
Any existing fertilized (female) egg may then become a queen if provided with the
appropriate diet by worker bees within its first few days of larval development (Winston
1991). Queen and worker larvae are fed similar diets that include hypopharyngeal gland
and mandibular gland secretions by nurse bees, but larvae that will develop into queens
receive relatively more mandibular gland secretion and after approximately 3 days queen
larvae continue to be fed large amounts of this “royal jelly” (Haydak, 1943, Winston
1991).
Initially, colonies may attempt to produce many replacement queen cells to ensure
successful requeening, but once a large number of cells have been constructed, cells on
the outer portions of a frame or cells with older larvae are preferentially torn down in
favor of younger-aged larvae in cells near the center of the broodnest (Hatch et al. 1999).
When a virgin queen emerges approximately 16 days after her egg is laid, she attempts to
remove other queen cells to prevent sister queens from emerging (Winston 1991). If
more than one queen emerges, virgin queens will physically battle to the death (Tarpy et
al. 2000). A surviving virgin queen embarks on a series of mating flights at which time
she will mate with 10-20 drones and store their sperm in her spermatheca for later use
throughout her lifespan inside a colony (Woyke 1955).
One of the most reported reasons beekeepers give for colony losses, especially in
the commercial industry, is queen failure (Kulhanek et al. 2017). Colonies with poorly
mated or poorly-laying queens remain small and vulnerable to other stressors such as
diseases, pests, pesticides, weather, and may not survive winter due to a lack of stored
food resources (Rangel et al. 2013). Studies have shown drones are relatively more
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sensitive to pesticide toxicity (Rangel & Fisher 2019, McAfee et al. 2022, Fisher &
Rangel 2018), and this may be one cause or poor mating success and reduced sperm
viability sometimes seen in queens after mating (Kairo et al. 2016). Queen failure events
may also result from direct or indirect exposure to pesticide residues and may be
influenced by other factors including management, weather conditions, shipping stress,
and exposure to pests and pathogens (i.e., Varroa mites, Nosema spp., viruses) (Pettis et
al. 2016, McAfee et al. 2021, Dussaubat et al. 2016, Nguyen et al. 2011). The need to
replace a dead or failing queen is critical for a colony to produce more workers and
recover from stress rather than become overrun with opportunistic “stress diseases” that
exacerbate colony health decline (Traynor et al. 2016, Amiri et al. 2017).
Queen events are more likely to occur when pesticide levels are elevated in wax
comb, suggesting that beeswax saturated with chemicals may cause queen quality and
retention problems (Traynor et al. 2016, Traynor et al. 2021). Further, even though nurse
bees are understood to filter out many pesticide residues found in pollen and nectar as
they produce and provision royal jelly to queen larvae, that royal jelly may contain fewer
proteins when nurse bees have fed on pesticide-contaminated food sources (Milone et al.
2021). While the impact of pesticides on royal jelly is still being investigated, it is clear
that pesticides play a role in limiting the number of eggs laid and negatively impact the
overall quality and functionality of queens (Williams et al. 2015, Wu-Smart & Spivak
2016).

1.4.

Nutritional status and health

Honey, or processed floral nectar, is the primary carbohydrate source for honey bees and
is consumed by adult bees of all ages within a colony but is consumed in higher amounts
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by older adult bees that must expend flight energy to carry out foraging tasks
(Brodschneider & Crailsheim 2010). Adult workers consume pollen to obtain critical
proteins for growth and development. However, unlike honey consumption, pollen is
predominately consumed by younger adult workers or “nurse” bees that rear brood
(Brodschneider & Crailsheim 2010). Consumption of pollen by nurse bees stimulates the
development of hypopharyngeal and mandibular glands which then produce protein- and
lipid-rich, liquid secretions used to feed developing brood. Increased pollen stores within
colonies naturally leads to elevated brood care as nurse bees increase their quantity and
duration of feeding visitations to developing larvae (Schmickl & Crailsheim 2002). Adult
workers can survive an extended period of time on just carbohydrates from nectar, but
their physiological development may be inhibited without adequate protein nutrients
derived from pollen (Brodschneider & Crailsheim 2010). In desperate times of colony
starvation when in-hive pollen stores are depleted, workers may cannibalize eggs and
young larvae to feed themselves and shunt resources to older brood that require fewer
resources before reaching their non-feeding, pupal development stage (Brodschneider &
Crailsheim 2010).
Resources (pollen, nectar, water) must consistently be brought in from the
external environment to maintain colony growth, productivity, and nest homeostasis over
the growing season. Honey bees are generalist foragers that forage on a variety of
available resources to acquire necessary amino acids and other micro- and macronutrients
for colony functioning (Donkersley et al. 2017). Resource quality has been a growing
concern for researchers and beekeepers as climate change and extreme weather events
have been shown to reduce pollen protein concentration (Ziska et al. 2016) or cause
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drought-stressed plants to abort or reduce the amount of pollen they produce (Flores et al.
2019). Honey bees feeding on pollen with reduced protein content, lower amino acid
levels and less antioxidants are less likely to properly develop food glands and are at risk
of reduced lifespans (Di Pasquale et al. 2013). Honey bees’ habit of foraging generally,
i.e., collecting resources from a wide array of plants to collect their resources
(Donkersley et al. 2017), helps improve overall pollen nutritional quality and colony
health (Di Pasquale et al. 2013). Under conditions with limited plants to forage on,
colonies may not achieve the resource quality needed to thrive in certain environments.
A lack of available forage area leading to reduced quantity or quality of pollen
resources can have cascading effects within a colony, leading to increased susceptibility
to pathogens or other stressors (Dolezal & Toth 2018). Parasites and pathogens have
shown the ability to deplete the bee of nutrients while simultaneously limiting their
foraging ability and reducing in-hive resource stores (Dolezal & Toth 2018). With higher
quality nutrition, honey bees experience a reduction in physiological changes from
Nosema ceranae (a parasitic microsporidian) and withstand symptomatic infection even
when individuals carry high loads of infective spores (Di Pasquale et al. 2013). Overall,
an abundance of quality pollen and nectar resources help increase protein metabolism and
provide honey bees with more robust immunity against various viruses, parasites, and
pathogens (DeGrandi-Hoffman & Chen 2015).
Pesticides, much like parasites and pathogens, can prove detrimental to colony
nutrition in both quantity and quality of resources found within colonies (Morfin et al.
2019, Traynor et al. 2016). Honey bee foraging can be impacted by exposure to various
pesticides and, in particular, neonicotinoids have been shown to impact foraging success
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due to homing failure that potentially reduces the amount of food resources brought back
to a colony, hindering colony growth (Henry et al. 2012). Olfactory learning and memory
have also been shown to be reduced when worker bees have fed on pesticidecontaminated sucrose solution (Williamson & Wright 2013). Such negative effects on
foraging behavior reduce a colony’s ability to accumulate necessary resources and
provision their brood, thus impeding population growth and weakening the colony
(Morfin et al. 2019, Traynor et al. 2021).
When pesticides have negatively impacted foraging behavior, Nosema ceranae is
another stressor that can have a significant impact on foraging ability and adult
physiology (Lach et al. 2015, Paris et al. 2018). Worker bees reared in pesticidecontaminated wax comb at a field-realistic level showed a heightened susceptibility and
infection rate of Nosema spp. infection (Wu et al. 2012). Increased Nosema spp.
susceptibility has also been observed in the context of commercial colonies after crop
pollination and subsequent exposure to pesticides from contaminated pollen (Pettis et al.
2013). Further, inoculation with increasing numbers of Nosema spp. spores in the
presence of pesticides has been shown to lead to a higher mortality rate of worker bees
(Alaux et al. 2010). Alone, Nosema spp. are rarely a problem for strong colonies, but
colonies weakened by pesticide exposure and poor nutrition can struggle to overcome this
secondary stressor, leading to colony failure (Williams et al. 2011, Alaux et al. 2010).
Much like Nosema spp., additional stress diseases, such as Chalkbrood and European
Foulbrood, are seldom problems in strong colonies, but they can adversely affect colonies
with inadequate populations or colonies with resource stores of insufficient quantity or
quality (Dolezal & Toth 2018).
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1.5.

Pesticides: History of use and risk to honey bees

Pesticides have been in use for hundreds of years, but their first known observed effects
on honey bees were documented early in the 1870s when blooming apple trees were
sprayed with a new pesticide, arsenic-containing Paris green, to control codling moth
(Cydia pomonella L.) which resulted in dead bees and sickness among honey bee
colonies (Todd et al. 1952). Total pounds of pesticide applied, especially insecticides,
rapidly ballooned during the 1950s after synthetic chemistries were created post-World
War II (Osteen & Fernandez-Cornejo 2013). Originally, organochlorines such as DDT
and toxaphene were most commonly applied, but insect resistance and harmful
environmental effects resulted in their use being limited or banned (Fernandez-Cornejo et
al. 2014). New chemicals, formulations, biocide products and genetically modified crops
have steadily come to the market, each with the intent to benefit farmers in controlling
crop pests. While these new inventions have helped curtail the overall amount of
pesticide applied, their extensive use has increased dependence on chemicals and resulted
in nearly all crop acres receiving some form of pesticide application (Osteen &
Fernandez-Cornejo 2013).
Pesticides are a necessary tool in agriculture to control pest insects and other
arthropods, weeds, fungi, and bacteria (Tudi et al. 2021). While designed to target crop
stressors, pesticides may move off target, such as onto natural habitat and wildflowers on
roadsides and in crop margins, and negatively impact beneficial insects like honey bees.
Pesticides, including herbicides, insecticides, and fungicides, are frequently brought back
to a colony on contaminated food resources by foraging bees and residues are routinely
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found in beeswax, pollen, nectar, and honey (Mullin et al. 2010, Sanchez-Bayo & Goka
2014).
Honey bees are often viewed as a bioindicator species (Bargańska et al. 2016) and
there have been many studies reviewing pesticidal impacts on individual bees and colony
health measures in both laboratory and field settings (Smart & Spivak 2016, Williams et
al. 2015, Morfin et al. 2019, Dussaubat et al. 2016, Shi et al. 2020). Pesticides have
historically been and continue to be evaluated for bee toxicity primarily focusing on acute
exposure risks for adult worker bees with lethality endpoints. However, research has now
expanded to assess chronic and sub-lethal consequences to adult workers, queens, and
drones as well as impacts on their immature stages of development to better understand
subtle linkages between pesticide exposure and disruption of social behaviors that lead to
colony failure (Allen-Wardell et al. 1998, vanEnglesdorp et al. 2009). Studies use
laboratory, semi-field, or field settings to assess effects of individual or mixtures of
pesticides at varying concentrations (Desneux et al. 2007, Tavares et al. 2015, Williams
et al. 2015, Tsvetkov et al. 2017). Treatments are usually applied topically to simulate
contact exposure or orally to simulate ingestion via nectar or pollen. Despite many
additional toxicity testing requirements (United States Environmental Protection Agency
2014) made to improve risk assessment procedures, there continues to be discrepancies
between the results from laboratory trials and data collected from field-based
experiments. Field-based experiments reflect real-world conditions honey bees must face
and are more pertinent but also more challenging to conduct and interpret compared to
controlled laboratory assays. These field-based studies provide important information
pertaining to sublethal effects seldom accounted for in certain laboratory assays.
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Furthermore, there continues to be significant information gaps about chemical
persistence, movement, and interaction effects with other chemicals that may influence
the exposure risk and impact of pesticide formulations and chemical mixtures on honey
bee colonies in field-relevant scenarios (United States Environmental Protection Agency
2014).

1.5.1. Pesticide Routes of Exposure
1.5.1.1.

Contact and Inhalation Exposure

Exposure to pesticides through contact or inhalation routes would most likely occur to
forager bees when they venture out of a colony and is more commonly seen in
agricultural landscapes (Krupke et al. 2017). During planting of seed-treated crops, high
levels of pesticide-laced talc (a coating used with seed treatments to reduce friction and
planting time) and field particle “dust” may be released from implements into the air
(Krupke et al. 2012, Stewart et al. 2014). This contaminated dust pose inhalation risk to
forging bees and eventually settles on nearby vegetation and blooming flowers where
spring-foraging honey bees may also come into contact with harmful levels of residues
(Krupke et al. 2012). Elevated colony losses have been associated with seed treatment
and pesticide drift, including one occurrence that resulted in over 12,000 colonies being
poisoned after a single planting season (Pistorius et al. 2009).
Non-target exposure also occurs when foraging honey bees are directly sprayed
during foliar pesticide applications (Kumar et al. 2020). During such incidents foraging
bees may receive large acute doses, but upon returning to their colonies of origin, other
bees may also become exposed with the pesticide(s) via trophallaxis and allo-grooming
(Kumar et al. 2020). Further, even under ideal conditions, foliar applications may drift
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and contaminate plant foliage and floral resources near agricultural areas (Krupke et al.
2012).
1.5.1.2.

Oral Exposure

Honey bees can experience oral pesticide exposure when foraging on nectar and pollen
that contains levels of toxicants (Kumar et al. 2020). Pesticide-containing pollen and
nectar brought back to a colony are directly shared amongst nestmates and consumed, or
may be stored in cells for later use, leading to the potential for leaching of chemicals into
beeswax and lagged effects on colony health (Mullin et al. 2010). In extreme cases,
nectar foragers can experience acute lethal pesticide exposure in the field from ingestion
of contaminated nectar, but pollen does not require ingestion resulting in contaminated
pollen being returned to a hive to impact a greater number of bees within a colony
(Johnson, 2021). When that occurs, young worker bees are disproportionately affected
because nurse-aged bees must consume large quantities of processed pollen, or beebread,
to develop food for larvae, while house-aged bees must process the incoming pollen into
beebread (Rortais et al 2005.). Pesticide residues in pollen, nectar, wax, and honey can
lead to future chronic toxicity as honey bees repeatedly utilize and consume the
contaminated resources over time (vanEngelsdorp et al. 2009).

1.5.2. Toxicity endpoints and measurements
Honey bee and colony responses to pesticide exposure vary by pesticide and depend on
several factors including the type of exposure (acute or chronic), route of exposure
(contact, oral, or inhalation), and the characteristics of the individuals exposed (such as
age and health status) (Kumar et al. 2020). "Acute lethal exposure" is the most noticeable
and severe impact from pesticides as a large population or the entire colony of bees is
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killed in a short period (Kiljanek et al. 2016, Pistorius et al. 2009). Conversely, “chronic,
sublethal toxicity” is repeated exposure over an extended period of time which does not
outright kill the bee or colony but may present symptomatically in a variety of ways
(Desneux et al. 2007, Chmiel et al. 2020).
Though less noticeable, chronic doses of pesticides can impact honey bees in
ways other than outright mortality (Desneux et al. 2007). Sublethal effects of pesticides
include impairment to foraging responsiveness, reduced flight speed and duration,
increased exhaustion, reduced reproduction viability, and a reduction in olfactory and
visual memory (Chmiel et al. 2020). Monitoring for sublethal pesticide impacts on honey
bee colonies is often difficult due to the varying responses honey bees can exhibit when
exposed to pesticides. Since sublethal pesticide exposure impairs colony functions,
colony strength measurements such as measuring adult bee, brood, and food resource
quantities, weighing colonies, and photographing frames allow researchers to compare
across treatment groups (Meikle and Weiss 2017, Smart et al. 2017, Quigley et al. 2019).
Dead bee traps are another tool that has been used to quantify short-term losses of bees
from colonies (Pérez et al. 2001, Weisbrod 2020). Unfortunately, these tools are not very
efficient for large-scale commercial operations and still have limitations in detecting
sublethal pesticide effects. Ultimately, in instances of colony weakening or failure,
prompt collection of colony resources, bees, and comb for pesticide testing is necessary
to discern a definitive cause of pesticide-related death (Caron 2021, Johnson 2021).

1.5.3. Effects of pesticides on worker honey bees
Honey bees are more susceptible to pesticides than most insects because they have fewer
genes coding for detoxifying enzymes such as cytochrome and monooxygenase P450s,
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gluthaione-S-transferases, and carboxyl/cholinesterases which leads to a potential
difficulty in detoxifying xenobiotics (Claudianos et al. 2006, Berenbaum & Johnson
2015). An additional hurdle honey bees face with detoxification is that pesticides often
break down into secondary metabolites that may be as or more toxic than their parent
chemical (Matsuda et al. 2020). Because of their relative inability to break down
insecticides, their risk of both acute and chronic exposure over time is increased.
Sublethal pesticide exposure can manifest in many ways in honey bees (Desneux
et al. 2007). For example, newly emerged adult workers topically applied with a
neonicotinoid insecticide, acetamiprid, exhibited foraging at a younger age, fewer
foraging flights, and shorter lifespans (Shi et al. 2020). Additionally, foraging behavior is
altered when worker bees are fed sugar water containing various concentrations of the
neonicotinoid imidacloprid (Yang et al. 2008). All bees in this study showed abnormal
behavior, categorized as extended time to return to the feeding site or disappearance of
foragers (Yang et al. 2008). The acaricides coumaphos, formic acid, and tau-fluvalinate
were also found to decrease the overall number of foraging flights taken when applied
topically (Gashout et al. 2020).
Williamson & Wright (2013) found that feeding workers coumaphos,
imidacloprid and a combination of the two pesticides caused impairment of olfactory
learning and memory when evaluated in a laboratory setting using the proboscis
extension reflex procedure. The same procedure was used by Wright et al. (2015) and
found that feeding a sucrose solution containing imidacloprid impaired olfactory
learning, while consumption of another neonicotinoid, thiamethoxam, and imidacloprid
impaired short-term olfactory memory. Memory was also impacted by topical
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imidacloprid exposure for 2-3-day old adult bees; topical applications of the same dose
did not impact the memory of 5-6- or 9-10-day old workers, but consumption of
imidacloprid did impact the memory of 2-3- and 5-6-day old workers (Mengoni Goñalons
et al. 2015). Memory impairment proved detrimental in a field-level scenario when
foragers given a sublethal, field-relevant dose of thiamethoxam in a sucrose solution
failed to return to their colony as successfully as foragers fed a control sucrose solution
(Henry et al. 2012).
Sublethal pesticide exposure can also negatively effect in-hive behaviors like
hygienic behavior, or the ability for individual bees to detect and remove parasitized or
diseased brood (Wilson-Rich et al. 2009). Colonies expressing higher rates of hygienic
behavior exhibit fewer disease symptoms and require fewer Varroa mite treatments
compared to less hygienic colonies (Spivak & Reuter, 2001a, Spivak & Reuter, 2001b).
For example, Wu-Smart et al. (2016) found that hygienic behavior was reduced in
colonies chronically exposed to imidacloprid. Further, Gashout et al. (2020) found
exposure to coumaphos decreased hygienic behavior when topically applied to worker
bees. Grooming behavior, another component of social immunity, was reduced after adult
workers were exposed to several commonly used acaricides including coumaphos,
amitraz, and tau-fluvalinate (de Mattos et al. 2017).
Larval exposure to sublethal doses of pesticides has also been shown to have
varying impacts on individual bee and colony function. Colin et al. (2019) found that
larval and adult worker honey bees from colonies fed field-relevant, sublethal doses of a
neonicotinoid (imidacloprid) died sooner, began foraging at a younger age, and
performed fewer overall foraging flights throughout their life. Worker bee larvae reared
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in contaminated wax environments have also been shown to have delayed development
and an overall shortened lifespan compared to larvae reared in brood comb not laden with
high levels of pesticides (Wu et al. 2011). Similarly, Morfin et al. (2019) found that
larvae exposed to the neonicotinoid clothianidin had impaired hygienic and foraging
behaviors in adulthood. Other researchers have shown that rearing larvae in vitro on a
diet containing thiamethoxam causes abnormal progression through development,
skipping certain stages and resulting in a reduction in overall larval weight (Tavares et al.
2015). These studies show that workers exposed to sublethal doses of pesticides at the
larval stage can have reduced life spans in addition to symptoms appearing later in adult
life.

1.5.4. Effects on reproductive individuals
The effects of sublethal exposure to pesticides have also been demonstrated in queens
and drones. Queens reared in colonies that were fed pollen contaminated with
chlorpyrifos (an organophosphate insecticide) were less likely to emerge and their
emergence was reduced further when colonies were fed pollen with a combination of
chlorpyrifos and a fungicide (DeGrandi-Hoffman et al. 2013). In a different study, Gajger
et al. (2017) did not see a difference in survival of queen larvae treated with
thiamethoxam after grafting, but there was a difference in queen weight after adult
emergence and after mating. Additionally, for queens given doses of thiamethoxam
during development, there was a reduction in ovary mass and number of sperm stored in
their spermathecae (Gajger et al. 2017). Further, queens reared in colonies fed a mixture
of field-relevant levels of thiamethoxam and clothianidin had larger ovary size, but fewer
spermatozoa stored in their spermathecae, a lower percentage of viable spermatozoa, and
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were less likely to successfully lay fertilized eggs (Williams et al. 2015). Queens from
this experiment were later analyzed and it was found that those reared in contaminated
environments mated with fewer drones, potentially increasing the relatedness of their
offspring, a factor that can negatively impact colony health and success (Forfert et al.
2017). Small observation colonies fed field-relevant levels of imidacloprid impacted
queen health, impaired locomotion, and egg-laying functions compared to queens from
control colonies (Wu-Smart and Spivak 2016).
The effect on drones has also been studied where drones reared in comb
contaminated with field-relevant levels of amitraz and combinations of fluvalinate and
coumaphos or chlorothalonil and chlorpyrifos had lower sperm viability when they
reached sexual maturity (Fisher and Rangel, 2018). Drone adults were also impacted by
sublethal pesticide ingestion of the insecticide fipronil, causing a reduction of
spermatozoa and increase in spermatozoa mortality; subsequent matings with these
drones led to queens with increased spermatozoa mortality within their spermathecae and
a reduction of live spermatozoa available for egg fertilization (Kairo et al. 2016). It has
been shown that both drones and queens can experience reduced functionality when
exposed to sublethal doses of pesticides during development and adulthood. Increased
incidence of queen failure caused by pesticide exposure necessitates replacement queen
production to maintain colony productivity. At the same time, pesticides limit a colony’s
ability to produce a functional queen, thus leading to a potential systematic reduction in
queen quality over time.
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1.5.5. Social behaviors and colony adaptations to exposure
Honey bees, as eusocial insects, exhibit a system of behavioral maturation within their
colony that differentiates worker bees by age and task (Seeley 1982). As worker bees age,
they move through a predictable series of tasks within and outside a colony until their
eventual death. This series of tasks may be divided into four general age-specific
categories, 1) cell cleaning, 2) brood care, 3) managing food stores and 4) foraging
(Seeley 1982). Each category has distinct sub-tasks that a worker bee may partake in, and
the transition between categories is largely dictated by physiological changes associated
with hormone titers as bees age (Huang et al. 1994). As honey bees age within a colony,
they perform different and increasingly more dangerous tasks, culminating in resource
foraging (Huang et al. 1994). Foraging bees have the highest risk of injury or death as
they travel the farthest distances from their colonies of origin in search of resources.
Meanwhile, younger bees carry out in-hive tasks such as cleaning cells, caring for the
queen, feeding the brood, and accepting and unloading incoming resources from
returning foragers (Seeley 1982).
Perturbation from the typical progression through age-related tasks can occur, for
instance if many foragers die due to acute pesticide exposure in the field (Perry et al.
2015). In such cases, bees of younger age transition to become foraging bees to maintain
colony continuity and productivity in a process known as precocious foraging (Robinson
et al. 1989). In addition to the loss of foragers in the field, precocious foraging may be
induced directly by exposing workers to pesticides as adults (Hesselbach et al. 2020,
Thompson 2003). For example, insect growth-regulating pesticides have been shown to
cause precocious foraging (Thompson 2007). Further, Hesselbach et al. (2020) showed
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that feeding adult honey bees flupyradifurone, a butanolide insecticide with the same
target site as neonicotinoid insecticides, caused precocious foraging. It has also been
found that feeding colonies sugar water contaminated with imidacloprid can cause
exposed larvae to not only begin foraging earlier in adulthood, but also that these
individuals go on fewer foraging flights throughout their lifetime (Colin et al. 2019).
Perry et al. (2015) explains that precocious foragers may also be less effective on
foraging bouts when compared to their naturally aged foraging counterparts. Research
has shown that precocious foragers are less efficient due to differing weights and flight
ability (Vance et al. 2009). While a colony may be able to adapt and survive an initial
loss of foragers, and honey bee age-polyethism is characterized by a certain degree of
plasticity (Huang & Robinson 1992), such losses to the foraging bee population can have
cascading in-hive effects on brood-rearing, colony-level foraging, nutrient acquisition
efficiency, colony health, and survival (Perry et al. 2015). Modelling has shown that the
reduced efficiency and productivity from colonies requiring large numbers of precocious
foragers resulted in a greater likelihood of colony failure as populations and food stores
dwindle after early onset of foraging (Perry et al. 2015). Less efficient foraging
potentially means fewer food stores from which to feed brood and in-hive bees and a
higher likelihood of starvation during winter. This, combined with the reduction of
available workers able to do in-hive tasks because they are forced to precociously forage,
may severely hinder colony growth and survivability.

1.6.

Interaction effects among chemicals

While it is common for many different pesticides to be found within a colony (Mullin et
al. 2010, Sanchez-Bayo & Goka 2014), residue levels differ and the resulting effects of
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the toxicity due to pesticide interactions is often unknown. Toxicity of pesticide
combinations may be categorized based on their interaction effects, including 1) additive
effects (when the combination of chemicals combines to equal the sum of the chemical’s
toxicity, 2) synergistic effects (when the combination of chemicals is more toxic than the
additive effect of the chemicals), 3) antagonistic effects (when the combination of
chemicals is less toxic than the additive effects of the chemicals), or 4) no change in the
toxicity of the pesticides when combined (Levine & Borgert 2018). When applying
pesticides, operators often incorporate tank mixes (applying more than one pesticide
mode of action or a pesticide with an adjuvant) to increase pesticide efficacy, reduce
costs, and potentially limit the occurrence of chemical resistance (Holloway et al. 2000).
Adjuvants are used to increase pesticidal efficacy by either increasing the total amount of
active ingredient ingested or absorbed by the target organism or by increasing the
retention of active ingredient by the target organism (Holloway et al. 2000). Tank mixes
can pose problems for bees and beekeepers because pesticide interactions between
chemistries are largely uncharacterized. Furthermore, pesticide interactions in a tank mix
or in a honey bee colony are difficult to determine because every pesticide combination
would need to be characterized at various levels to determine the overall impact of the
combination(s).
Research has demonstrated synergism when various pesticides are combined,
leading to more lethal chemical mixes applied to crops and potentially coming in contact
with bees (Johnson et al. 2013, Sanchez-Bayo & Goka 2014, Biddinger et al. 2013,
Johnson et al. 2009). Synergistic effects do not exclusively occur when insecticides are
combined, as fungicide-insecticide interactions have also been shown to synergize
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mortality in larval honey bees (Wade et al. 2019). Synergistic effects may also include
instances when beekeepers introduce pesticides to their colonies to control Varroa mite
populations (Johnson et al. 2013). While understudied, typical beekeeper management
introduces multiple chemistries over time into colonies which could act alone or in
combination to be harmful to colony health (Johnson et al. 2013).
In an attempt to develop methods for the standardization of varying toxicities in a
sample, some researchers have begun to use hazard quotients (HQs) to categorize the
contamination and risk found in samples of varying in-hive products (Carlson et al.
2022). Hazard quotients have been developed to classify overall toxicity of a sample
based on type, number, and toxicity of differential pesticides present (Traynor et al. 2016,
Carlson et al. 2022). The equation to determine the HQ for an individual pesticide in a
sample is defined as: HQ = (Actual or expected concentration) / (Toxicity) while the
overall sample HQ is determined with the equation: HQsum = HQ1 + HQ2 + HQ3 + . . . +
HQn (Carlson et al. 2022). While this approach assists in providing a baseline standard
for sample risk, there are multiple limitations to using HQs. Hazard quotients portray
every chemical as having an additive effect on overall hazard and there are no thresholds
set on what levels should be considered high risk, low risk, or no risk (Carlson et al.
2022). The fact that colonies typically contain multiple different chemicals paired with
the difficulty in determining how pesticides interact limits the inferences derived from
individual pesticide tests (Mullin et al. 2010, Sanchez-Bayo & Goka, 2014, Traynor et al.
2021).
Comb replacement, wherein older wax honey bee combs that tend to contain the
highest levels of pesticide residues and disease-causing agents are systematically
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removed over time, is one potential way to mitigate in-hive, chronic pesticide exposure
risk (Fries 1988). Contaminated comb has been shown to be a potential route of exposure
responsible for deleterious, sublethal, and developmental effects on honey bee brood (Wu
et al. 2011). However, clear guidance regarding the amount of time comb may remain in
a colony before becoming saturated with pesticides and harmful to bees is lacking. A
comb replacement schedule that is over-aggressive may negatively impact the
productivity of honey bee colonies by forcing bees to produce wax and build comb rather
than producing honey crops. Regardless, this is one strategy beekeepers may use in an
attempt to reduce the opportunity of synergistic effects within their colonies by removing
potentially contaminated comb, pollen, and resources.

1.7.

Pesticide regulations and bee risk assessment

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), under the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) is charged with ensuring that
pesticides licensed for use will not cause adverse effects to the environment (FIFRA
2012). Before a pesticide may be released on the market, an ecological risk assessment
must be completed to determine risks to non-target wildlife species and whether any
formulations need modification prior to release (FIFRA 2012). Honey bees and colonies
have been utilized as environmental bioindicators (Bargańska et al. 2016) and they are
often used as model organisms in risk assessment to determine potential lethality of
pesticides in the environment. Risk assessment tests are tiered, with tier 1 considering the
1) acute, lethal, oral dose or, 2) acute, lethal, contact dose (depending on the pesticide
type and type of application, e.g., foliar or contact) required to kill 50 percent (Lethal
Dose (LD50) or Lethal Concentration (LC50)) of an adult bee population (United States
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Environmental Protection Agency 2014). Adult honey bees and larvae are also tested to
determine no observed effect (NOE) or concentration (NOEC) values to determine the
minimum pesticide level that causes an effect (United States Environmental Protection
Agency 2014). After tier one testing is finished, risk mitigation is considered and if the
risk is deemed excessive, semi-field studies are conducted before risk is again assessed
and may then lead to complete field studies. If there is little observable risk shown with
LD50 values, a pesticide may be released into the market.
Unfortunately, LD50 values have severe limitations as they are derived in
laboratory settings and do not always accurately approximate effects in field-realistic
situations (Stark et al. 1995). Using LD50 tests as a sole risk assessment tool may not
elucidate the full scope of potential impacts from products and result in the release of
harmful pesticides into the environment. Additionally, because pesticides accumulate in
food resources and the wax structure of honey bee colonies, it is very difficult to assess
the expected interactive effects resulting after bees come in contact with (e.g. during
larval and pupal development) or feed on contaminated wax, pollen, honey, or nectar
(Mullin et al. 2010).
Honey bees, as eusocial organisms, make it potentially more difficult for
scientists to accurately assess lethal dosages. The ability of a colony to buffer pesticides
(Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016) or to otherwise uniquely experience the impacts of a
pesticide exposure is not exhibited in a lab setting because assays are designed to identify
the dose required to kill individual bees. Alternatively, including an entire colony in a
semi-field or field-level assay significantly increases the study design complexity, time,
and cost to account for and assess potential exposure routes and effects relative to simply
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applying a chemical to a bee in the lab. Aside from their lack of approximating fieldrealism, another problem with laboratory LD50 bioassays is that individual compounds
are tested in isolation to determine toxicity. This necessarily does not account for how a
compound may interact in a tank mix or synergistically interact with other pesticide
compounds once they enter a honey bee colony. For example, foliar-applied imidacloprid
(a neonicotinoid insecticide) was tested with seven common tank mix pesticide partners
and synergy was observed among several of the pairings, resulting in a higher honey bee
mortality rate (Zhu et al. 2017). Similarly, Johnson et al. (2009) examined synergistic
effects of common beekeeper-applied synthetic miticides, including coumaphos and taufluvalinate, and found that coumaphos increased the honey bee mortality rate of taufluvalinate by up to 3.4 times its original rate (Johnson et al. 2009).

1.8.

Regulatory challenges

New chemistries such as neonicotinoid insecticides have become increasingly harder to
regulate and pose new challenges for federal and state agencies. The use and application
of neonicotinoids has come under increased scrutiny due to their extensive use worldwide
and wide-ranging environmental risks posed to pollinators, beneficial insects, and other
wildlife (Goulson 2013). Three neonicotinoids, imidacloprid, thiamethoxam, and
clothianidin, have been banned from use in the European Union (EU 485/2013, Stokstad
2013). Neonicotinoids target the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR) and incite
paralysis in insects (Matsuda et al. 2020). Neonicotinoids contain an open imidazolidine
ring to assist in binding to the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, thus inducing
neurotransmission (Fairbrother et al. 2014). Upon receiving a toxic dose, nAChRs in the
insect will be bound resulting in repeated neurotransmission, leading to eventual insect
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paralysis and death (Fairbrother et al. 2014). These systemic insecticides are able to be
translocated throughout plants (Fairbrother et al. 2014). Neonicotinoids also have high
selectivity toward insect nAChRs compared to those of vertebrates, significantly reducing
their toxicity in mammals (Tomizawa & Casida 2005). While neonicotinoids can be
foliar applied (Goulson 2013), their systemic ability coupled with low mammalian
toxicity makes them a popular choice for a broad array of agricultural crop production
and urban landscape uses.

1.8.1. Use, fate, and effects of seed treatments
Seed treatments or coat dressings are pesticides applied to a crop seed to protect plants
from different pests and diseases (Russell 2005). Seed treatments have been around for
decades and have become one of the most common types of pesticide applications in
commercial agricultural systems (Douglas & Tooker 2015). They were originally used as
surface disinfectants to treat pathogen symptoms such as bunt (caused by fungi) of wheat
beginning in 1807 (Russell 2005). During the 1960s, seed treatments gained in popularity
as systemic fungicides were introduced which allowed the pesticide to travel from the
seed coating to throughout the plant, including the root system where many conventional
foliar pesticides cannot reach (Russell 2005). Since the registration of imidacloprid in the
United States in 1994, neonicotinoids have become the primary insecticide used globally
with the majority coming from its use in the form of seed-coat dressings or seed
treatments (Sparks 2013). In 2011, corn, soybeans, and cotton were the three main field
crops responsible for approximately 80% of all neonicotinoid use in the United States
with 87% of all corn hectares, 34-44% of all soybean hectares, and 57% of all cotton
planted with a neonicotinoid seed treatment (Douglas & Tooker 2015). Overall, seed
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treatment usage in commercial agriculture has steadily increased since the 1960s and has
gained widespread usage in the United States (Douglas & Tooker 2015). In fact, between
2012-2014 it was estimated that 90% of corn, 76% of soybean, 62% of cotton, and 56%
of winter wheat acres in the United States had a seed treatment applied to them before
planting (Hitaj et al. 2020). Estimates are understood to be even higher today.
Unfortunately, estimations are no longer available for overall seed treatment use when
determining the amount of pesticide applied to a farmer’s land that season, since 2015,
because as it is stated on the USDA-National Agricultural Statistics Service website “the
provider of the surveyed pesticide data used to derive the county-level use estimates
discontinued making estimates for seed treatment application of pesticides because of
complexity and uncertainty”. FIFRA, responsible for ensuring pesticides that come to
market are not harmful for the environment or its inhabitants, does not have the same
requirements for pesticides used for treated seed as those used for foliar applications.
FIFRA requires that pesticides must be registered but provides an exemption to that rule
as long as the “treated article” has had the pesticide applied to protect it and the pesticide
is labeled for such use (United States Environmental Protection Agency 2022). This
exemption eliminates seed treatments from normal rules that must be followed for
pesticide application. Since seed treatments are exempt from application rules, their use
and disposal have been under-sanctioned and under-monitored.
The systemic nature of seed treatment pesticides allows the water-soluble
compounds to translocate throughout a plant, thus lengthening the time during which
pollinators may become exposed via normal pollen and nectar foraging compared to less
persistent residues that result from foliar pesticides. Additionally, studies have shown
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systemic insecticides may leach into water sources, move into soil, and be taken up by
nearby, non-target plants such as dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), milkweed (Asclepias
spp.), and other plant species commonly occurring around agricultural fields and utilized
by diverse assemblages of pollinators and other taxa (Krupke et al. 2012). Research has
shown that as little as 1.6-20% of the seed treatment is actually taken up by the intended
crop, while the environmental fate of a majority of the active ingredient (usually more
than 90%) actually end up in the soil (Goulson 2013). Thus, non-target plants
surrounding crop areas may express pesticides that could be harmful to non-target and
beneficial insects such as pollinators and natural enemies (Krupke et al. 2012).
Insecticide resistance is a well-known and documented result of repeated use of
pesticides and persistent expression of lingering pesticide residues (Sparks, 2013, Tooker
et al. 2017). The first known insecticide resistance came over 100 years ago, but
significant increases in insecticide resistance did not occur until the late 1940s (Sparks &
Nauen 2015). Since then, insect resistance management (IRM) and insect pest
management (IPM) strategies have been developed to help reduce or eliminate insecticide
resistance (Sparks & Nauen 2015, Tooker et al. 2017) A repeated reliance on the same
modes of action will inevitably decrease pesticide efficacy as target pest insect
populations build up tolerance to a pesticide (Sparks 2013). IRM primarily relies on
applying differing pesticides over time in an attempt to avoid resistance to a singular
active ingredient or mode of action (Sparks & Nauen 2015). Strategies such as tank
mixes, rotating modes of action, or only spraying certain chemicals during specific
windows (e.g. crop bloom) are all examples of IRM strategies (Sparks & Nauen 2015).
Meanwhile, IPM strategies are meant to be used throughout commercial agriculture to
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institute sustainable practices in controlling insects using a combination of methods
including cultural, mechanical, biological control methods before relying on chemical
interventions (Tooker et al. 2017). An IPM system relies on thresholds and differentiating
control methods to prevent resistance to any singular active ingredient or a class of
similar compounds from occurring.
As Tooker et al. (2017) argues, the repeated use of prophylactic seed treatments
that use the same persistent chemicals, especially neonicotinoids, does not align with the
basic tenets of IPM and increases the likelihood of interaction effects with other
compounds or stressors and development of chemical resistance, thus limiting the
effectiveness of overused chemistries for pest control in subsequent years. In addition to
concerns over toxicity, persistence, and overuse, there have been multiple studies
showing limited benefits of treated seeds on crop yields. For example, Mourtzinis et al.
(2019) found that neonicotinoid seed treatments on soybean plants provided a limited
benefit to farmers both in terms of yield and management practices. Similarly, sunflower
fields using a thiamethoxam seed treatment were shown to give farmers no additional
yield benefit compared to untreated control counterparts (Bredeson & Lundgren 2015).
While some initial pest protection may be provided from neonicotinoid seed treatments in
corn, lasting pest protection benefits would be sporadic, tough to predict, and rarely seen
thus eliminating economic benefits (Alford & Krupke 2017). Other research has shown
that pesticide residues remaining in fields planted previously with treated seed can also
be expressed within inter-seeded cover crops meant to provide beneficial insects with
refuge (Bredeson & Lundgren 2019). Despite such research demonstrating a negligible
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benefit or potential for non-target exposure of neonicotinoid seed treatments, they are still
widely applied, sold, and planted year after year in the United States.

1.8.2. Disposal of treated seed
The rise in use of pesticide-treated seed use has resulted in an overall increase in the
production of pesticide treated seeds. Unfortunately, this production increase has resulted
in a greater need for disposal of excess, unused treated seed. Once a seed has been
treated, it can no longer be used as livestock feed, and, after a certain period of time, the
seed may expire and will no longer be viable for planting (Figure 1.12.2). Because of the
pesticide treatment on the seed, certain precautionary guidelines have been created for
proper disposal of these seeds (International Seed Federation 2014). According to the
International Seed Federation, there are four ways to dispose of pesticide treated seed
including, (1) disposal in an approved sanitary landfill, (2) use as a fuel source for power
plants or cement kilns, (3) high temperature incineration by a waste management facility,
and (4) fermentation in an alcohol-producing process at an ethanol plant (International
Seed Federation 2014). While disposal of pesticide treated seed is possible, regulations
and guidelines must be followed to reduce the potential for environmental contamination.

1.8.3. Treated seed disposal through ethanol production
Beginning in 2015, an ethanol facility in Mead, Nebraska named AltEn, LLC began
processing expired, unmarketable pesticide-treated seed as the primarily source of
carbohydrate to fuel ethanol production (NDEE v AltEn 2021). Typically, ethanol plants
process harvested grain as a primary carbohydrate source in the ethanol process,
however, this plant process expired, discarded seed. The plant processed the treated seed
into ethanol and created two forms of by-products, a liquid effluent or discharge waste
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and solid vegetation mash also known as distiller grain or “wetcake”. In typical ethanol
production facilities, the distiller’s grain would then be utilized as a profitable
supplemental livestock feed but the wetcake produced from treated seed at AltEn was
highly contaminated with a mixture of chemicals. The Nebraska Department of
Environment and Energy (NDEE) and the Nebraska Department of Agriculture (NDA)
sampled wetcake stockpiles (in April 2019) and reports showed high levels of detections
for neonicotinoid insecticides clothianidin (554,000 ppb), thiamethoxam (5,000 ppb), and
several fungicides in waste byproducts (Table 1.11.1). Despite high levels of
contaminates, the wetcake byproduct was promoted and distributed to local farmers as a
fertilizing soil amendment without farmers’ knowledge of chemical loads. The NDA
estimates that 33,400 tons (or 66,800,000 lbs) of wetcake soil amendment were distribute
between 2018 through 2019 before NDA issued a “stop sell and use” order to AltEn in
June 2019. In that order, NDA noted that “20 tons per acre as recommended would be 85
times higher than the maximum annual field load allowed by a typical registered
pesticide label” (NDEE v. AltEn 2021). The highest level documented in the NDA
reports was 556,000 ppb clothianidin detected in the distiller’s grain collected from the
harvester. The pesticide-laden wetcake piles were stored outside in the environment
without any protection to prevent leeching into the ground or run-off into waterways.
These large stockpiles of pesticide-contaminated waste were located approximately 1.21
kilometers (0.75 mi.) from the UNL Eastern Nebraska Research Extension and Education
Center (ENREEC) property line where several research apiaries are located (Figure
1.12.3).
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Starting in 2017 and continuing through 2020, the University of Nebraska Lincoln
Bee Lab observed 100 percent colony failure of their hives kept on the ENREEC apiary
locations within two miles of the AltEn facility (Table 1.11.2). Weekly losses of dead
bees and pesticide levels found in the colonies and around the area suggested that
pesticides were the main cause of these colony failures.
Given the systemic nature of seed treatment compounds, there is a high
probability of non-target uptake of these systemic compounds from wetcake into
surrounding wild vegetation and field crops and potential run-off concerns and systemic
plant uptake from waterways. In fact, pesticide sampling conducted by the UNL Bee lab
shows levels of neonicotinoid insecticides present in wildflowers (13.3 ppb). Meanwhile,
milkweed leaves collected near an intermittent creek ~3.22 km (2 miles) downstream
from AltEn that yielded high levels of clothianidin (~1600-3600 ppb), whereas plant
material collected just a few meters away from the water way exhibited a 100-fold
decrease in residue levels (~36ppb). This indicates that contaminants were likely
originating from waterways. Furthermore, pollen stores collected within honey bee hives
nearby exhibited residues including the neonicotinoids clothianidin and thiamethoxam at
high levels (Table 1.11.3) while there were also significant levels found in the soil near
the AltEn facility (Table 1.11.4). Altogether, this evidence demonstrates that pesticides in
the environment, and particularly widespread pollution, caused the observed colony
failures.

1.9.

Thesis objectives

This research focuses on assessing impacts and outcomes when honey bee colonies are
placed in a pesticide-contaminated environment or given resources containing pesticides.
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The first study evaluates queen rearing capacity on micro-nucleus colonies when given
contaminated resources recycled from previously failed colonies, a common management
practice within the beekeeping industry. The second study investigates functioning of
honey bee colonies when placed in these pesticide-laden environments by assessing
worker and queen behaviors and analyzing gene expression to determine the impacts of
chronic pesticide exposure on physiological aging. This research aims to assess potential
early signs of sublethal colony pesticide exposure and provide information to
demonstrate and predict how honey bee colonies will be impacted by pesticides in the
environment.
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1.11.

Tables

Table 1.11.1 Wetcake pesticide levels. Example of pesticide loads (ppb) detected in
wetcake byproduct collected from the harvester by Nebraska Department of Agriculture
in 2019.
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Table 1.11.2 University of Nebraska-Lincoln colony loss summary. University of
Nebraska-Lincoln Bee Lab colony survival (alive/total) at three different apiary sites
from 2019-2021. Colonies were located at 3-8 different sites within the Eastern Nebraska
Research Extension and Education Center (ENREEC) property in Mead, NE. Kimmel
Orchard & Vineyard in Nebraska City, NE and the East Campus Pollinator Garden in
Lincoln, NE were used as control apiary sites.

†Thymol contact acute LD50 was used.

were calculated using the oral acute LD50 for each pesticide. *Thymol was not tested for in 9 of the 11 samples.

Table 1.11.3 ENREEC pollen pesticide levels. Pesticide residues detected in pooled pollen samples measured
for total number of detects out of the samples taken (n = 11), pesticide loads, and HQbee score. HQbee scores
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were calculated using the contact acute LD50 for each pesticide.

Table 1.11.4 ENREEC soil pesticide levels. Pesticide residues detected in soil samples measured for total
number of detects out of the samples taken (n = 25), pesticide loads (ppb), and HQbee score. HQbee scores
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1.12.

Figures

Figure 1.12.1 Pesticide-treated seed bag label. Example pesticide label for crop seeds that
have been treated with pesticides, including fungicides and neonicotinoid insecticides,
stating guidelines for uses and disposal of excess treated seed. Labels state disposal
through ethanol production is allowable if byproducts are free from residues.
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Figure 1.12.2 East Nebraska Research Extension and Education Center map. Aerial view
of East Nebraska Research Extension and Education Center (ENREEC) property line
(blue) which is <1 mile from the AltEn ethanol facility location (red). Pink points
represent different apiaries where the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Bee Laboratory
has kept research colonies.
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2. Re-using food resources from failed honey
bee (Apis mellifera L.) colonies and their
impact on colony queen rearing capacity
2.1.

Abstract:

For over a decade, beekeepers have experienced high losses of honey bee (Apis mellifera
L.) colonies from a variety of biotic stressors, such as pests and diseases, or abiotic
stressors like weather, management or pesticide exposure. Some of these stressors can
remain in the comb or resources (pollen and nectar) from failed colonies later to be reused in building back new colonies. Overall, the role of the common practice of re-using
comb from previously perished colonies (termed “deadout”) is not well understood. Here
the impacts of using pesticide-contaminated “deadout” combs on colony functions is
evaluated, including the process of replacing a failing or injured reproductive queen. To
assess this, queenless microcolonies were established and monitored queen rearing
capacity within two treatment groups: 1) colonies given food resources from control
apiaries and, 2) colonies given frames of resources from deadout colonies that failed in
apiaries experiencing chronic pesticide exposure from widespread systemic pesticide
pollution. Results indicate that colonies given pesticide contaminated resources produced
fewer queen cells per colony and a lower proportion of these colonies successfully
developed a functional, egg-laying queen. This research highlights the negative effects of
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re-using deadout combs from colonies lost due to pesticide contamination and illustrates
the overall impact pesticides can have on queen rearing success.

2.2.

Introduction

Honey bees (Apis mellifera L.) are pollinators of 58 different agricultural crops
(Calderone 2012), and these pollination services are valued at $34 billion USD annually
in the United States (Jordan et al. 2021). Their pollination is also vital for trees, shrubs
and wildflowers that contribute to biodiversity across various ecosystems (Biesmeijer et
al. 2006). The health and status of these essential managed pollinators continues to garner
much attention. Rather than a singular stressor, numerous factors have been associated
with declining honey bee colony health, including poor nutrition, parasites and diseases,
and pesticides (Goulson et al. 2015, Potts et al. 2010, vanEnglesdorp et al. 2009). Many
of these stressors interact in conjunction with each other to ultimately induce colony
failure (O’Neal et al. 2018, vanEnglesdorp et al. 2009, Blanken et al. 2015, Di Pasquale
et al. 2013).
Honey bee colonies rely on the availability of resources in their surrounding
environments to support their populations, produce honey crops, and survive annually.
Due to their foraging behaviors and critical ecological services, bees are often utilized as
a biological indicator species in remote sensing and ecological modeling (Celli et al.
2003, Smart et al. 2017, Quigley et al. 2019). Monitoring colonies for population, weight,
and temperature can all help provide researchers with environmental information and
alert them of potential pesticide exposure (Meikle & Weiss 2017, Smart et al. 2017).
Pesticides are necessary in agriculture for use in control of insect pests, weeds,
and against crop diseases (Tudi et al. 2021), and recent trends show a reduction in
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insecticide applications on cropland (Osteen & Fernandez-Cornejo 2013). However,
nationally collected pesticide use data does not include seed treatments which include
systemic, water-soluble pesticides designed to translocate throughout a plant, leading to
protection against pests especially during early stages of growth (Alford & Krupke 2017).
A majority of conventional crops grown in the Midwest (corn, soy, canola) rely on using
pesticide-treated seeds at planting (Douglas & Tooker 2015). However, only 1.6-20% of
the active ingredient on treated seeds is taken up and absorbed by the target crop while
the remaining residues may persist in the soil, leach into groundwater, and or may be
translocated into non-target, neighboring plants (Sur & Stork, 2003, Goulson 2013,
Bredeson & Lundgren 2019). Foraging bees may become exposed to systemic pesticide
residues through contaminated nectar, pollen, and water sources (Long & Krupke 2016,
Krupke et al. 2017, Tsvetkov et al. 2017). Pesticide-laden resources may be directly
consumed by bees or stored in comb cells further exposing other nestmates, including
workers, immature brood, and reproductive individuals (queen and drones) within the
colonies (Mullin et al. 2010, Traynor et al. 2021, Sanchez Bayo & Goka 2014).
Beekeepers that observe depopulation of worker bees or complete colony failure
commonly reintegrate and combine previously used resources (i.e., used comb, brood,
and food resources) to boost other weak colonies or start new colonies by restocking the
worker population and providing a laying queen (Fries 1988, Sperandio et al. 2019).
Pesticide residues in food stores and comb cells may accumulate and diversify over time
increasing the number and levels of pesticides detected as well as increasing the risk of
adverse interaction effects from chemical mixtures and with other stressors (SanchezBayo & Goka, 2014, Traynor et al. 2016, Calatayud-Vernich et al. 2019, Traynor et al.
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2021). Honey bee workers reared in pesticide-contaminated wax comb exhibit shorter
lifespans and greater susceptibility to parasites and pathogens within a colony (Wu et al.
2011, Wu et al. 2012). Therefore, while reusing comb may benefit colonies by reducing
the load of pesticide residues, the practice may also have detrimental impacts to colony
health, particularly if originating from dead colonies. However, this is an understudied
area and there are many knowledge gaps.
Numerous studies have demonstrated the lethal and sublethal effects of pesticides,
particularly insecticides, on all castes of the honey bees (Chmiel et al. 2020, Desneux et
al. 2007, Fisher & Rangel 2018, McAfee et al. 2022, Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016, Kiljanek
et al. 2016). Acute pesticide exposure can result in individual bee death or losses of entire
colonies (Kiljanek et al. 2016, Pistorius et al. 2009). Exposure to modern agricultural
pesticides, such as systemic neonicotinoid insecticides, more commonly results in
sublethal effects on colony functioning, particularly as oral and contact exposure impacts
cognitive and locomotor processes such as memory retention, learning capacity, and
flight navigation which are critical for foraging and nestmate interaction (Williamson et
al. 2013, Mengoni Goñalons et al. 2015, Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016, Colin et al. 2019).
Other sublethal effects of pesticides that have colony-level impacts include induction of
precocious foraging, reduction of hygienic behavior, and physiological and
morphological changes when exposure occurs during development (Morfin et al. 2019,
Tavares et al. 2015).
Honey bee queens exposed to neonicotinoids have been shown to exhibit reduced
egg laying, physiological differences in enzyme activity in response to stressors, and
reduced mating efficiency when exposed both before and after adulthood (Wu-Smart &
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Spivak 2016, Gajger et al. 2017, Dussaubat et al. 2016, Forfert et al. 2017). Drones
exposed to pesticides during development and as adults have been shown to have a
reduction in sperm viability and increase in fertility impairment (Fisher & Rangel 2018,
Kairo et al. 2016). Pesticide impacts on reproductive queens and drones have colonylevel ramifications and colonies with nonproductive or failing queens must quickly
respond or risk becoming a queenless colony which eventually depopulates, weakens,
and dies. Multiple factors may contribute to queen failure, identified by a colony lacking
a mated egg-laying queen, production of emergency or supersedure cells, over-production
of male offspring, or the presence of a new virgin or replacement queen. Factors that
correlate with queen failure include poor mating success, mismanagement of colonies,
pesticide exposure, parasites, pathogens, and combinations of those factors
(vanEngelsdorp et al. 2013). While a primary cause of queen failure has yet to be
identified, correlation between the frequency of queen failure events and pesticide residue
contamination in beeswax and pollen stores has been shown (Traynor et al. 2016,
Traynor et al. 2021).
When queenless, colonies feed numerous young, diploid larvae a specialized diet
of protein-rich secretions synthesized in nurse bees’ hypopharyngeal and mandibular
glands (i.e., royal jelly) to produce a new queen (Fell & Morse 1984, Li et al. 2010,
Ohashi et al. 1997). Subsequent to queen loss, production of a new queen must occur
within a short developmental period (approximately 0-3-day old larvae) to ensure a high
quality queen emerges from its peanut-shaped comb cell structure, also referred to as a
“queen cell”, which houses the queen during immature development (Hatch et al. 1999).
Feeding royal jelly to very young larvae (less than 1 day old) results in higher quality
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queens as measured by morphological features such as heavier weight and larger thorax
width (Rangel et al. 2013). Queens exhibiting these characteristics also have an increased
mating number, sperm count, and percentage of their spermathecae filled (Tarpy et al.
2011). Higher quality queens subsequently produce stronger colonies with greater wax
production, food stores, and improved colony survival (Rangel et al. 2013).
Pesticides, in addition to playing a role in outright queen failure, can also impact
the success of queen replacement (requeening) and quality of queens produced. Because
adult and immature queens are directly fed by nurse bees, they can act as a colony buffer
by essentially filtering out pesticides from the food fed to queens. However, the protein
composition of royal jelly originating from nurse bees feeding on pesticide-contaminated
pollen may be altered by a reduction in the levels of several key nutrients that may, in
turn, lead to a reduction in queen quality (Milone et al. 2021). Further, colonies fed
pollen containing field-relevant pesticide levels have been shown to have lower adult
queen emergence and produce fewer queen cells, while the queens that emerge have less
viable spermatozoa stored in their spermathecae (Milone & Tarpy 2021, Williams et al.
2015).
Currently, pesticide-treated seeds are classified as “treated articles” and due to
federal exemptions regulatory oversight only occurs at the seed factory when the
chemicals are initially applied to the crop seeds. Once the treated seeds enter the market,
they are no longer subject to the rigorous rules and guidelines that all other pesticide
applications (foliar, chemigation, injection) are required to follow under Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (United States Environment Protection
Agency 2022). The discrepancy in regulation over pesticide-treated seeds has led to
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concerns over their widespread use in agricultural and urban landscapes as well as proper
disposal of unregulated pesticide-treated seeds when seeds become unviable, but
chemicals remain active. Large scale seed disposal recommendations include disposal in
landfills, use as a fuel source for power plants, high-temperature incineration, or
fermentation processing by an ethanol plant (International Seed Federation 2014).
Beginning in 2015, AltEn, an ethanol plant in Mead, Nebraska began stockpiling and
using expired, treated seed as a primary source of carbohydrates for ethanol production.
As a result, liquid effluent and solid plant material waste byproducts heavily
contaminated with pesticide residues were produced in large volumes and sold as soil
conditioners or amendments to nearby farmers (NDEE v AltEn 2021). In 2019, the
Nebraska Department of Ag (NDA) prohibited distribution of the distiller grain
byproduct after pesticide tests found that land application at the recommended amount
would have 85 times higher than the allowed pesticide label application of clothianidin
(NDEE v. AltEn 2021). The plant subsequently produced and stockpiled waste byproduct on site, which continued to contain high levels of numerous pesticides, leading to
further wide-scale pollution near the facility where pesticide particles were additionally
released into the soil, and water (Table 1.11.4) (NDEE v. AltEn 2021). University of
Nebraska-Lincoln apiaries located within 1-3 miles of the ethanol plant suffered 100%
colony failure from 2019 until the plant was shut down in 2021 (Table 1.11.2).
This study asks whether the common management practice of reusing food stores
from colonies that previously failed or died due to suspected pesticide exposure in a
contaminated landscape may impact the ability of new colonies to rear queen honey bees
compared to colonies set up with resources from colonies managed in landscapes more
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typical of the Midwestern U.S. region. This study had two hypotheses: Hypothesis 1,
colonies given frames of real-world (originating from near the ethanol facility), pesticidecontaminated resources (“contaminated” comb treatment) would produce fewer queen
cells per colony compared to those given relatively uncontaminated resources (“control”
comb treatment). Hypothesis 2, a lower number of “contaminated” treatment colonies
would successfully requeen themselves with a new, functional queen relative to those in
the control treatment.

2.3.

Methods

2.3.1. Colony setup & comb treatments
Each experimental nucleus colony was supplied with four frames standard Langstroth
frames containing comb cells; two frames with capped honey and pollen stores collected
from deadouts either in “contaminated” (colonies located near the ethanol plant) or
control (colonies with minimal pesticide exposure) apiaries, one frame containing oneday-old eggs extracted from strong healthy colonies managed in the control apiary, and
one frame of empty drawn out control comb cells to provide necessary room for
incoming food storage (Figure 2.8.1). Each colony was supplied with approximately
3,500 adult worker bees from a common pool of colonies and no queen. All egg frames
and adult worker bees originated from existing UNL Bee Lab colonies located in the
pollinator garden apiary (Lincoln, NE). Each egg frame had on average 31.9% of each
side of frame with eggs or young larvae or approximately ~1,000 brood cells from which
to rear replacement queens. Resource frames (capped honey and pollen or bee bread,
(Fig. 2.8.1A-B) for control colonies were taken from colonies that had failed during the
previous 2019, 2020, or 2021 winter but did not exhibit any pesticide or disease stress
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symptoms. Treatment (“contaminated”) colonies were given food resource frames from
2018 or 2019 deadout colonies that exhibited classic acute pesticide toxicity and higher
worker mortality over several months after being placed near the ethanol facility. These
frames had been previously stored in a freezer to preserve pesticide residues. Pesticide
analyses of pollen stores collected from control combs showed only trace amounts of 12
different pesticides. To contrast, the number of detected pesticides in “contaminated”
treatment comb ranged from 5 to 16 compounds and two compounds, in particular,
(clothianidin and thiamethoxam) were present in all “contaminated” comb. While there is
a debate on what Hazard Quotient (HQ) level should be determined significant risk
(Carlson et al. 2022), HQ levels for these two compounds exceeded all risk threshold
levels (Table 1.11.3).

2.3.2. Apiary sites
The experiment used a total of 104 small nucleus colonies and was replicated four times
over the course of three years from 2020 to 2022. Nucleus colonies were set up and
equally distributed for Rep 1 among two sites in 2020, 1) the University of NebraskaLincoln (UNL) pollinator garden located on the UNL East Campus in Lincoln, Nebraska,
and 2) Kimmel Orchard located in Nebraska City, Nebraska. Replications 2-4 utilized
three sites, including 1) the UNL pollinator garden, 2) Kimmel Orchard, and 3) the East
Nebraska Research Extension and Education Center (ENREEC) located near Mead,
Nebraska (Table 2.7.1).

2.3.3. Colony inspections & measurements
One week after establishment, colonies were inspected, and photos of egg-containing
frames were taken to facilitate counting the total number of queen cells produced per
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colony (Hypothesis 1). The total brood-containing area was also quantified at this time to
discern differences in total brood area between treatments. Subsequently, colonies were
checked once a week for the next four weeks to determine general times of when queens
had emerged and begun laying eggs. Five weeks after initial installation, colonies were
given a final inspection to determine whether they had successfully requeened themselves
(Hypothesis 2). Requeening was only considered successful if the queen had laid diploid
(fertilized) worker eggs, thus colonies with queens incapable of producing fertilized eggs
(drone layers) were not considered successfully requeened.

2.3.4. Statistics
SAS® 9.4 software (SAS Institute, 2012) was used to perform statistical tests and R (R
Core Team 2022) for data visualization. To compare queen cell production per colony
among treatment and site (Hypothesis 1), a generalized linear mixed model with a
negative binomial distribution was used because count data was being analyzed. Model
fixed effects were treatment, site, and the treatment by site interaction while replicate, the
replicate by site interaction, and replicate by site by treatment interaction were included
as random effects. These three random effects were used to account for replicate
variability, between sites within each replicate, as well as variability between the units
where the treatments were assigned (colonies) within sites and each replicate. To
determine the difference in brood area among treatments and sites, a generalized linear
mixed model with Beta distribution was used because the proportion of total brood area
from two sides of each single frame of eggs given to each nucleus colony was assessed.
The difference in proportion of colonies to successfully requeen themselves by treatment
and site (Hypothesis 2) was calculated using a generalized linear mixed model with a
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binomial distribution because the binary result of successful requeening event was being
assessed. Treatment, site and the site by treatment interaction were considered fixed
effects, while replicate, the site by replicate interaction, and the treatment by site by
replicate interaction were all included as random effects. Significance differences were
denoted at alpha (p ≤ 0.05).

2.4.

Results

2.4.1. Queen Cell Production
Total brood area given to each colony did not differ based on treatment (F1,8 = 3.14; p =
0.11), site (F2,5 = 0.61; p = 0.58) or treatment by site interaction (F2,8 = 1.55; p = 0.27)
signaling colonies received approximately the same amount of eggs and young larvae.
Additionally, the site where the experiment was carried out (UNL Pollinator Garden,
ENREEC, Kimmel Orchard) did not impact the number of queen cells produced per
colony (F2,5 = 4.69; p = 0.07), nor did the interaction between site and treatment (F2,8 =
0.50; p = 0.62).
Colonies in the control treatment produced significantly more queen cells
compared to those colonies given contaminated resources (meancontrol = 5.9,
meancontaminated = 3.2, F1,8 = 17.24; p < 0.01) (Figure 2.8.2). There was not a significant
difference in the number of queen cells produced per colony between colonies that
successfully requeened themselves based on treatment (F1,80 = 2.09; p = 0.15).
“Contaminated” colonies that successfully requeened themselves produced on average
4.20 queen cells per colony, numerically higher cells than compared to “contaminated”
colonies that failed to requeen average 3.03 queen cells per colony, however, the
difference was not statistically significant.
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2.4.2. Requeening success rate
Of the queen cells produced not all successfully reached adulthood or became viable
laying queens. “Contaminated” colonies resulted in significantly fewer viable requeening
events and on average produced a mated, worker brood-laying queen successfully
roughly 32.6% of the time compared to “control” colonies (83.9%) (F1,8 = 19.05; p <
0.01) (Figure 2.8.3) (Table 2.7.2). There was no statistical difference in the proportion of
viable queens produced by site (F2,5 = 0.75; p = 0.75) or for the treatment by site
interaction (F2,8 = 0.8853; p = 0.89).

2.5.

Discussion

Queen failure is a commonly reported cause of colony loss, most notably for hobbyist
beekeepers but also for those at the commercial and sideline levels (Kulhanek et al.
2017). Further, increased incidence of queen events occur in colonies with known
pesticide exposure (Traynor et al. 2016). Our study shows colony resources from
pesticide-contaminated hives can hinder workers’ ability to successfully rear queens,
meaning natural requeening may not be feasible in such instances. Colonies given
contaminated food stores produced fewer queen cells compared to their control
counterparts, and a lower proportion of those colonies were able to successfully requeen
themselves. There was not a difference in queen cell production or requeening success
seen between sites (UNL pollinator garden, ENREEC, Kimmel Orchard), suggesting the
provisioned experimental frames (and resources contained therein) were the primary
factor driving queen rearing success.
While the number of queen cells produced naturally varies by colony (Fell &
Morse 1984, Tofilski et al. 2004, Hatch et al. 1999), the reduced number of queen cells
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observed in treatment colonies corresponds with previous work showing that nucleus
colonies fed pesticide-contaminated pollen had a lower number of queen cells
constructed (Milone & Tarpy 2021). For the queen rearing process, queen breeders use
strong colonies containing large workforces and food stores as cell builders because of
their ability to produce and support a higher number of queen cells (Büchler et al. 2013).
Colonies compromised by stressors such as pesticides are relatively weakened, limiting
their queen cell production. Quality of developing queen larvae is also a driving factor in
the number of queen cells produced per colony. Worker bees may remove or abort queen
cells with developing larvae or pupae that they deem unfit (Tarpy et al. 2016). Though
direct observations of worker bee interactions with queen cells was not evaluated in this
experiment, the number of queen cells could have been reduced due to an increased rate
of queen cell removal by worker bees.
Coinciding with previous work (Milone & Tarpy 2021, Williams et al. 2015,
Ricke et al. 2021, DeGrandi-Hoffman et al. 2013), this study showed that queen-rearing
capacity and production of functional queens were impacted by pesticides but further
show that the practice of reusing hive resources recycled from deadout colonies can have
detrimental colony-level ramifications (Fig. 2.8.3). In our experiment, nurse bees and
brood from the same mother colonies was used, ensuring any prior pesticide exposure or
other stress factors were equalized before placement into nucleus colonies. Preceding
studies showing reductions in queen viability exposed colonies to pesticide treatments for
28 days or more to ensure an entire brood cycle had been reared in contaminated
conditions and challenging nurse bees exposed during larval development to rear new
queens (Milone & Tarpy 2021, DeGrandi-Hoffman et al. 2013, Williams et al. 2015).
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This study saw comparable results but with workers not originally fed pesticide
contaminated resources during larval development signifying the shorter, more limited
exposure in our treatment colonies was still enough to significantly impact colony queen
rearing abilities.
The rapid onset impact on queen rearing seen in this study may have been
influenced by the size of colony used. Honey bee colonies consisting of a large workforce
can act as buffers to pesticide toxicity via trophallaxis to disperse pesticides throughout
the population, limiting their potency and sublethal impact on colonies (Wu-Smart &
Spivak 2016). Our study used nucleus colonies containing relatively small populations,
thus potentially increasing the relative pesticide dosage to each individual bee. Similar to
Ricke et al. (2021), our results showed that even when workers responsible for
constructing queen cells and feeding queen larvae were exposed to pesticides for a short
period of time, we still saw reduced emergence and requeening success when a small
population of bees was used for queen rearing. Regardless, spring colonies in the
midwestern U.S. (overwintered colonies, package bees, or splits) are typically comprised
of a relatively small number of workers and coincides with treated seed crop planting.
Additional research investigating colony size and exposure time is needed to determine
when buffering capacity may or may not affect queen rearing success.
There are multiple potential factors affecting reduced viability of queens when
reared in pesticide-contaminated environments. Although nurse bees can act as a buffer
limiting the transmission of toxicants from pollen into royal jelly (Ricke et al. 2021,
Milone et al. 2021, Wueppenhorst et al. 2022, Böhme et al. 2018), the nutritional
composition of royal jelly protein may be compromised when workers are exposed to
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contaminated pollen (Milone et al. 2021). Additionally, pesticide exposure during larval
development or from consumption as an adult can cause deterioration of hypopharyngeal
glands in workers and negatively impact their royal jelly production (Faita et al. 2018,
Tomé et al. 2020, Zaluski et al. 2017, Renzi et al. 2016). While this study did not address
royal jelly production, composition, hypopharyngeal gland size or worker behavior, there
is an interesting opportunity for future work to investigate their relation to queen rearing
success.
Healthy and productive queens are imperative for a successful colony to
withstand stress (Rangel et al. 2013). Based on this study’s results, beekeepers re-using
deadout combs and resources may be at risk of harming their colonies by exposing them
to additional pesticides, increasing their risk of queen events (Traynor et al. 2016), and
limiting their ability to produce functional queens. Beekeepers should refrain from reusing deadout resources if pesticide-associated colony failure is suspected or until a
necropsy has been done on the colony (Caron 2021). Resources from colonies deemed
pesticide kills should be disposed of and not recycled into active colonies (Johnson
2021). Additionally, comb rotation should be considered for beekeepers to remove
accumulated pesticides found in wax and resources, especially those intended for use in
queen rearing (Chauzat & Faucon 2007, Pettis et al. 2004).
Our findings elucidate an environmental component impacting queen rearing
ability in honey bee nucleus colonies. This study highlights the importance of tracking
frames from deadouts and the potential harm that can occur when colonies are built back
using old comb and resources. Colonies located adjacent to agricultural settings have an
increased risk of pesticide exposure which may prove limiting to queen rearing success.
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This study illustrates that exposure during development limits queen emergence and
queen cell construction resulting in requeening failure. Since queen quality is critical for
colony success (Rangel et al. 2013), our work supports the body of literature
demonstrating that pesticide exposure can weaken queen rearing and contribute to colony
failure. Continued work examining the causes of queen rearing failure can aid in shaping
beekeeping best management practices in the future.
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2.7.

Tables

Table 2.7.1 Experimental colony arrangement from 2020-2022. Number of honey
bee colonies located at each site per replicated experiment trial and year. Colonies at
each site were evenly distributed between “contaminated” and “control” treatment
groups.

Table 2.7.2 Requeening success. Number of colonies to successfully requeen themselves when given pesticide
“Contaminated” resources and combs vs those given “Control” resources with minimal pesticides across four replications
and three apiary sites (East Nebraska Research Extension and Education Center (ENREEC) in Mead NE, Kimmel
Orchard and Vineyard in Nebraska City, NE; and East Campus Pollinator Garden in Lincoln, NE). (Rep 1: n = 16; 8 per
site; Reps 2-4: n = 12; 4 per site; Total: n = 52)
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2.8.

Figures

Figure 2.8.1 Experimental nucleus colony set-up. Examples of the four experimental
frames given to individual nucleus colonies. Resource frames containing pollen stores
(A) and honey or nectar stores (B) were taken from “contaminated” or “control” deadout
colonies, a frame with eggs (C), and an empty foundation frame (D) from “control” sites
were also given to each colony. The egg frame shown here is from one week after colony
establishment and visible are developing worker cells and queen cells.

A

B

C

D
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Figure 2.8.2. Queen cell production. Mean number of queen cells produced per nucleus
colony based on treatment of resources (“control” vs “contaminated”) given to the
colonies. Significant differences denoted by *P ≤ 0.1, **P ≤ 0.05, ***P ≤ 0.01
(comparison with Controls).

***
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Figure 2.8.3 Requeening success. Proportion of nucleus colonies to successfully produce
a functional laying queen based on treatment of resources given to the colonies.
Significant differences denoted by *P ≤ 0.1, **P ≤ 0.05, ***P ≤ 0.01 (comparison with
Controls).

***
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3. An evaluation of honey bee (Apis mellifera L.)
colony behaviors and aging process when
exposed to a pesticide contaminated
environment
3.1.

Abstract

Honey bees exhibit age polyethism and thus have a predictable sequence of behaviors
they express through developmental time. Pesticide exposure can lead to accelerated
behavioral maturation, resulting in younger workers transitioning to performing more
risky colony tasks, including precocious foraging. Pesticide exposure can also cause
decreased queen fecundity. To assess the impact of pesticides on worker bee behavioral
development, observation hives were established to monitor potential changes in
behaviors of similarly aged workers and sister queens within two treatment groups: 1)
colonies located near point-source pesticide pollution, and 2) colonies embedded within a
typical Midwestern U.S. agricultural environment (control). In this study, worker bees in
the contaminated environment exhibited significant behavioral differences and
accelerated onset of critical hive tasks (i.e., precious foraging) compared to similarly
aged bees in the control site. Queen locomotion was largely unaffected; however, egglaying rate was reduced in queens at the contaminated site. These results show that
environmental pesticide exposure can disrupt colony function and adversely affect
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worker bee behavioral maturation, leading to reduced worker longevity and increased
colony failure.

3.2.

Introduction

Seed treatments have become the most widely used form of pesticide application in the
U.S., but overall use is difficult to quantify since it is not captured under the National
Agriculture Statistics Survey Service’s (NASS) survey due to treated seeds being
classified as a “treated article” (Douglas & Tooker 2015, United States Environmental
Protection Agency 2022). This classification allows “articles” previously applied with
pesticides to be sold under the condition that the pesticide used was labeled for use in
protection of the treated article (United States Environmental Protection Agency 2022).
Independent data from Kynetec shows that from 2012 to 2014 approximately 90% of
corn, 76% of soybean, 62% of cotton, 57% of winter wheat, and 46% of spring wheat
crop acreage used treated seed for planting (Hitaj et al. 2020). Most seed treatments
include neonicotinoid insecticides (Douglas & Tooker 2015), pesticides with many
known sublethal and lethal effects on honey bees (Pistorius, 2009, Chmiel et al. 2020,
Wright et al. 2015, Desneux et al. 2007). Honey bee colonies foraging near and in crop
fields planted with seed treatments bring back pollen contaminated with pesticides even
when the majority of the pollens collected by colonies are from non-cultivated plants
(Long & Krupke 2016). During planting, planter dust containing seed treatment pesticide
emissions has been documented, leading to contamination of non-target areas (Pistorius
et al. 2009, Krupke et al. 2012, Stewart et al. 2014). Colonies situated near seed-treated
crops have a higher risk of foragers being exposed to pesticides leading to increased
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pesticide levels in colonies, and increased brood and queen loss or replacement (Krupke
et al. 2017, Krupke et al. 2012, Tsvetkov et al. 2017, Traynor et al. 2016).
Honey bee colonies are commonly viewed as environmental bioindicators
because their behaviors, colony growth, thermoregulation, physiology, productivity, and
cognitive function can be tracked and monitored to alert researchers of potentially
negative factors associated with nearby environments (Quigley et al. 2019, Smart et al.
2017). The abundance and diversity of floral (nectar/pollen) resources available in the
environments surrounding apiaries are important factors that influence overall colony
health and success as bees will fly up to several miles from their colonies in search of
food and water (Beekman and Ratnieks 2000). Bees can experience both contact and oral
pesticide exposure when foraging on vegetation in contaminated environments (Kumar et
al. 2020, Mogren & Lundgren 2019). Toxicants brought back by returning foragers can
also be stored within a colony in bee bread, honey, and wax, resulting in pesticide
exposure through time (Mullin et al. 2010, Sanchez-Bayo & Goka 2014, Traynor et al.
2021). Environments with higher risk of non-target pesticide exposure, such as
landscapes conducive to increased row crop and pesticide pressure, can cause have
lasting chronic impacts on colonies (Traynor et al. 2021, Traynor et al. 2016, Tsvetkov et
al. 2017).
Chronic pesticide exposure can manifest itself through losses of forager bee
cohorts and lead to demographic shifts and imbalances within colonies (Perry et al.
2015). Honey bees exhibit age polyethism, meaning they perform a predictive pattern of
tasks and behaviors within a colony as they age (Seeley 1982, Huang et al. 1994).
Pesticide exposure can cause premature acceleration of an adult worker bees’ behavioral
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maturation process, resulting in precocious foraging and a shortened lifespan (Hesselbach
et al. 2020, Shi et al. 2020). Precocious foragers, adult worker bees who begin foraging
before full physiological development, go on fewer overall foraging flights in their
lifetime which makes them less productive compared to bees naturally allowed to
develop and age (Colin et al. 2019, Morfin et al. 2019, Hesselbach et al. 2020).
Precocious foraging can have cascading effects in colonies; as more in-hive workers
transition to foraging, colony population may dwindle and lead to reductions of workers
available to perform critical in-hive tasks such as brood care or the feeding and hygienic
removal of pest-infested or diseased-infected individuals which increases the likelihood
of colony failure (Perry et al. 2015). Compounding this loss of in-hive bees, workers
remaining in a colony responsible for social immunity behaviors, storing food, brood
care, and other in-hive functions may also be impaired by pesticide exposure during
larval development and throughout their adult stage (Gashout et al. 2020, Morfin et al.
2019, de Mattos et al. 2017).
Honey bee queens may also have impaired behavior when exposed to pesticides.
Most research on pesticide-exposed queens has investigated impacts of queens during
development and demonstrated that exposure to pesticides during development can lead
to negative impacts on several important biological parameters including overall number
of queens emerged, survival, number of mating flights, reproductive viability, stored
spermatozoa, and viability of stored spermatozoa (Williams et al. 2015, Milone & Tarpy
2021, Ricke et al. 2021, Forfert et al. 2017). Queens exposed to pesticides in adulthood
can be similarly impacted by pesticide exposure. For example, topical application of the
neonicotinoid imidacloprid on adult queens can severely reduce the viability of sperm
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stored in their spermathecae (Chaimanee et al. 2016). Furthermore, queens from colonies
exposed to imidacloprid had reduced egg-laying rates and overall activity levels (laid
fewer eggs, traveled shorted distances, spent more time immobile) compared to control
queens (Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016). However, these behavioral results were reduced in
colonies with greater populations suggesting larger colonies are able to mitigate some
pesticide exposure to queens by diluting toxicants through multiple honey stomachs as
contaminated food is passed from worker to worker during trophallaxis, or food sharing
(Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016).
This research focuses on identifying potential colony effects when colonies are
exposed to a pesticide contaminated environment for a short period of time. The pesticide
contamination was caused by an ethanol plant, AltEn, LLC, located in Mead, Nebraska
which improperly disposed of large quantities of expired pesticide-treated seed through
ethanol production and sold the nitrogen enriched liquid and solid by-products as soil
conditioners or amendments to local farmers (NDEE v. AltEn 2021). The land-applied
solid by-product (wetcake) had high pesticide loads (Table 1.11.1), including several
systemic insecticides and fungicides, which led to detectable levels of downstream
pesticide pollution in water (NDEE) and soil (Table 1.11.4) near University of NebraskaLincoln (UNL) Bee Lab research apiaries. Colonies from the UNL Bee Lab placed at
apiaries 1-3 miles from the AltEn site saw 100% colony failure until the plant was shut
down in 2021 (Table 1.11.2). Pesticide residues were also detected in honey bee colonies
and food stores indicating that the dying colonies and bees were becoming exposed to
harmful levels of pesticides from floral food sources (Table 1.11.3).
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Using sites as treatments, the impacts on colony behaviors and functions were
investigated between two agricultural sites, one of which had elevated levels of systemic
pesticides in the environment due to downstream leaching of seed treatment chemicals
from the ethanol plant, while the other apiary site was at a commercial orchard farm,
Kimmel Orchard & Vineyard, located in Nebraska City NE. Small observation hives
were used to monitor bee behaviors of age-marked worker bees to determine impacts on
behavioral development. This study had two hypotheses: Hypothesis 1, adult honey bee
workers from colonies near a contaminated site (apiary location ~1-mile SE of AltEn)
will exhibit differences in the number and timing of bees performing various colony
behaviors, including onset of foraging relative to bees from the control site (Kimmel
Orchard). Hypothesis 2, honey bee queens located near the contaminated site will have a
reduction in egg-laying rate, time spent moving, and distance travelled per observation,
and exhibit a higher number of rests and time spent resting per observation compared to
queens located at the control site.

3.3.

Materials and Methods

3.3.1. Apiary set-up
Mother colonies with approximately 3,000 bees were first established in four-frame
nucleus boxes with each colony provided a newly mated and related “sister” queen. After
queen acceptance, colonies were moved to their treatment site locations either at the
“contaminated” ENREEC site near the AltEn facility or at the “control” Kimmel Orchard
site before experimental observation hives were set-up. Observation hives were
established by reducing mother colonies into 2-frame colonies and selecting one frame
containing capped (pupating) brood ready to emerge as adults and some resources of
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pollen and nectar, and another frame of empty drawn comb for colony expansion. Each
hive was also stocked with the adult worker population (~3,000 bees) and the egg-laying
sister queen from their respective mother colonies. Mother colonies and bees used in this
experiment originated from the UNL Pollinator Garden apiary in Lincoln, Nebraska. A
total of 32 observation hives were used across four replicated trials at two locations
between May-August of 2021-2022. Two replication trials were conducted per year with
trials lasing for one month.

3.3.2. Site locations
The two sites used for this experiment were the East Nebraska Research, Extension, and
Education Center (ENREEC) located near Mead, Nebraska and Kimmel Orchard &
Vineyard Farm, a commercial orchard growing apples, pears, cherries, peaches, plums,
and assorted berries located in Nebraska City, Nebraska. These sites are 98.2 km (61 mi.)
apart. The ENREEC site was used as the “contaminated” treatment location due to its
close proximity of 3.22 km (2 mi.) south of the AltEn ethanol plant. Kimmel Orchard was
treated as the “control” site.

3.3.3. Painted bee additions
Worker brood frames were collected from Pollinator Garden in Lincoln, Nebraska 1-3
days before emergence. Frames were placed in a wooden carrying case and inserted into
a model H024 incubator (Darwin Chambers Company) which was set at 34.5°C. At 0-24
hours before addition into observation hives, newly emerging adults were collected from
the frames and placed into a medium sized tub. Bees were individually marked with
Craftsmart paint pen markers on their thoraces. Bees were then divided equally among
eight cages, given sugar water, and were placed back into the incubator. Every Monday
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and Friday for 4 weeks, emerging adult bees were taken from the incubator and added
equally into the eight-observation hives at the two sites. Approximately 150 painted bees
were added on each occasion. Adult workers were classified as one-day-old at the time of
their addition to observation hives. Each colony had between 1-10 paint-marked age
cohorts at a time to monitor and track differences in worker behaviors compared to
similarly aged counterparts at "control" sites.

3.3.4. Worker bee observations (Hypothesis 1)
Observation hives were maintained for one month after initial establishment at their
respective sites. Observations occurred three times a week on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays. Observation periods were conducted for five minutes per hive and 10
different hive behaviors were monitored. The following list of worker behaviors selected
for this experiment and their descriptive traits were partially adapted from Seeley (1982).
“Brood care” behavior was classified as bees feeding or inspecting larvae or capping
brood (Robinson 1987). “Pollen” processing and “nectaring” behaviors were similarly
classified by watching bees deposit resources into cells and differentiated whether they
were feeding or receiving materials (Seeley 1982). “Ventilating”, “queen attending” or
caring for the queen, “grooming” of self or others, and “comb-building” were behaviors
easily monitored and recognizable. "Standing” bees were categorized by still inactive
bees, not performing any other behavior, while “festooning” behavior was classified as
bees hanging in a chain attached by their legs and tarsal claws. “Foraging” was monitored
by observing waggle dances within the hive and via a two-minute observation at the hive
entrance of each colony after initial colony inspections had been determined. Since there
are difficulties differentiating foraging bees from those performing orientation flights, all
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returning bees were counted as foragers similar to Seeley (1982). Order of sites visited
was randomized so as to avoid introducing bias derived from time of day of visitation.

3.3.5. Queen observations (Hypothesis 2)
Sister queens were observed three times a week before or after worker bee observations
had been completed. These observations lasted five minutes where a transparency sheet
was held against the observation hive glass and the queen’s path was traced. During the
five minutes, observation counts assessed the number of eggs laid and rests taken. Later,
a model 6025 Scale Master Pro Digital Plan Measure was used to calculate total distance
traveled by each queen per observation. After two and a half weeks, queens were
removed, and observation colonies were allowed to rear a new queen or “requeen”
themselves.

3.3.6. Statistics
Statistical tests were carried out in SAS® 9.4 software (SAS Institute, 2012) and R (R
Core Team 2022) was used for data visualization. Worker observations and behavioral
data were pooled into three different age cohorts: nurse bees (3-12 days old), nest bees
(13-21 days old), and forager bees (22+ days old). Count data were converted to scaled
sum values where the sum of bees across colonies and cohorts was scaled by 4 (colonies)
divided by the number of colonies within each combination of site, rep, cohort, and
behavior. This allowed for data to be equalized and analyzed. Behavioral data were
analyzed using a generalized linear mixed model with a negative binomial distribution
because count data were being assessed (Hypothesis 1). The main fixed effects were site,
age group, and the site by age group interaction. Replicate, site by replicate, and replicate
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by site by treatment were utilized as random effects to account for additional variability
due to the experimental design. Comparative analyses were conducted on the following
behaviors: brood care, comb building, grooming, ventilating, nectaring, pollen, standing,
festooning, and foraging behaviors. Queen attending behaviors did not have a large
enough sample sizes to be analyzed. If significant differences were found for the site by
age group interaction, Tukey-Kramer pairwise comparisons were conducted to determine
significance between age groups at the two sites. Least Square Means estimates were
used to determine confidence intervals for each site and age group combination.
We used linear mixed models to analyze the responses from the queen behavior
data (Hypothesis 2). For time active per minute, rests per minute, eggs laid per minute,
and total distance moved, a linear mixed model with Gaussian distribution was used.
Residual plots were created to verify the assumptions of normal distribution were met.
For all models, site was used as the only fixed effect while three random effect statements
were used. The first two accounted for variability between replicates and site within
replicates, and the third accounted for repeated measures taken over time on each of the
colonies within replicate and site combinations. An AR(1) covariance structure was
utilized for each model to account for the correlation between measurements over time.

3.4.

Results

3.4.1. Behavioral observations
Of the nine behaviors monitored (Figure 3.7.1), five showed no substantial difference at
the site by age group interaction including brood care (F2,12 = 0.39; p = 0.68), ventilating,
(F2,12 = 0.030; p = 0.97), grooming (F2,12 = 0.69; p = 0.52), standing (F2,12 = 1.0; p =
0.39), and festooning (F2,12 = 1.8; p = 0.21). A significant difference was observed for
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comb-building, but significance only occurred within each site among age groups (i.e.,
more nurse and nest bees were observed comb-building than forager bees regardless of
site). There were differences between sites for nectaring behavior (F2,12 = 45.3; p
<0.0001) where significantly more nurse bees (p <0.0001) performed nectaring behavior
at the treatment site compared to the control site. No significance was seen between sites
for the other two age groups (Nest: p = 0.90; Forager: p = 0.82). Conversely to nectaring,
pollen behavior (F2,12 = 11.8; p = 0.002) differed between sites with more nest (p = 0.049)
and forager bees (p = 0.015) performing this behavior at the control site. Nurse bee pollen
behavior did not differ by site (p = 0.54). Lastly, foraging behavior was significantly
different (F2,12 = 39.2; p < 0.0001) as more nurse (p < 0.0001) and nest bees (p < 0.0001)
foraged at a younger age at the contaminated, treatment site. Results did not differ for the
forager age (p = 0.61) (Figure 3.7.1).

3.4.2. Queen observations
No significant difference in time moving per observation for queens between the two
sites (F1,3 = 2.11; p = 0.24) was observed. Similarly, there was not a significant difference
in overall distance traveled per minute (F1,3 = 0.59; p = 0.50). There was a marginal trend
for number of rests per minute (F1,3 = 4.44; p = 0.13) with a greater number of rests being
recorded at the contaminated location, but it was not statistically significant. Egg laying
rate per minute did significantly differ (F1,3 = 10.5; p = 0.048) between sites as queens at
the control site laid more eggs per minute (Figure 3.7.2).

3.5.

Discussion

This study demonstrated that adult worker honey bees placed in a contaminated
environment exhibit behavioral differences compared to “control” colonies and hive tasks
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are performed prematurely or atypically for their age. This result corresponds with
previous research that found newly emerged adults that were either fed or in contact with
neonicotinoids became early foragers (Shi et al. 2020, Hesselbach et al. 2020). Other
studies have shown a similar accelerated behavioral maturation resulting in precocious
foragers when workers were reared in colonies chronically exposed to pesticides (Colin et
al. 2019, Morfin et al. 2019). Importantly, young adult workers used in the present study
originated from the same source colonies, meaning their transplanted location
(contaminated vs. control) was the primary factor associated with the observed
precociousness. Precocious foraging can have escalating negative colony-wide
consequences when young adult bees are prematurely forced to forage, eventually leading
to reduced colony population, smaller brood areas, and potentially colony failure (Perry
et al. 2015). While most previous work in this area has used controlled pesticide dosage
treatments, our experiment is unique because newly emerged adults were not specifically
treated with pesticides through oral or contact exposure, but rather they were placed in
different field-realistic environments that in-turn resulted in alterations to their behavioral
maturation processes.
Behavioral acceleration was observed beginning after less than a week for
workers at the contaminated site where younger bees quickly transitioned to performing
more nectar storing behaviors as categorized by workers depositing nectar into cells.
Normally, workers do not begin to exhibit nectaring behavior until they are 10-12-day old
adults (Seeley 1982). Interestingly, there were more bees performing pollen packing
behaviors at the control site, for both nest (as was expected) and forager-aged cohorts. It
has been previously shown that honey bee foragers experiencing stress from pesticide or
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parasite exposure are less likely to forage for pollen and are increasingly prone to forage
for nectar (Lach et al. 2015, Morfin et al. 2019). While colony-level food stores were not
assessed in this study, an increased number of nectar foragers relative to pollen foragers
at the contaminated location could have led to differences or even imbalance in pollen
and nectar stores within the colonies.
Egg-laying rate per minute was the only queen behavioral assessment that
significantly differed between the sites where queens located at the control site laid more
eggs compared to those at the treatment site. This subsequent reduction of egg-laying by
queens can eventually lead to lower populated colonies which are generally weaker and
less productive (Rangel et al. 2013). Previous research has shown that contact exposure
to individual queens from various chemicals commonly found in wax, such as herbicides,
fungicides, and acaricides, does not influence egg laying (McAfee et al. 2021). Similar
results were found with queens exposed to insect growth regulators through a sucrose
solution at the colony-level (Fine et al. 2021) and multiple studies have shown a
reduction in egg-laying rate for queens exposed to neonicotinoids at a colony level
through sucrose or pollen feeding (Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016, Fine et al. 2021, Thompson
et al. 2019). These results, coupled with the fact that neonicotinoids are one of the most
commonly used pesticides for seed treatments (Douglas & Tooker 2015) and there were
high residues found in and around the area, suggest that neonicotinoid pesticides were
primarily responsible for the observed reductions in egg laying.
Aside from reduced egg-laying, other queen behavioral measurements were not
significantly altered as expected. These results were contrary to previous research where
queens that were exposed to the neonicotinoid imidacloprid for a three-week period
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travelled shorter distances and spent more time resting per observation compared to
controls (Wu-Smart & Spivak 2016). Our observed lack of differences in these
behavioral measurements between locations may be attributable to a small sample size as
queens were assessed less frequently and for shorter observation periods which limited
our observational data. Additionally, effects in larger colonies may be mitigated,
suggesting larger colonies have the ability to “buffer” pesticide exposure (Wu-Smart &
Spivak 2016, Crall et al. 2019). Queens in this study were only kept in observation hives
for 2.5 weeks. During this time, workers could have been diluting the amount of
pesticides given to the queen and limiting her overall exposure. In-hive resources taken
from this contaminated environment showed limited detections of pesticides found in
nectar and honey while high concentrations of toxicants were found in pollen (Table
1.11.3). This is likely due to the fact that nectar foragers must ingest nectar before
bringing it back to a colony which increases the likelihood of their acute exposure in the
field and failure to return to their colony (Johnson 2021). Since queens are primarily fed
nectar and honey by their attendants (Winston 1991), their exposure could have been
limited compared to adult workers forced to feed on pollen containing higher pesticide
concentrations.
Surrounding landscapes play important roles in colony success with colonies located
near highly intensified agricultural settings often performing worse (Smart et al. 2017,
Tsvetkov et al. 2017). This study showed that a landscape contaminated with different
pesticides, including several systemic neonicotinoids and fungicides, can have colonywide impacts. Shortly after initial placement, adult workers at the contaminated site
exhibited shifts in their behavior. Furthermore, queens experienced a reduced egg laying
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rate potentially limiting the colonies ability to replace lost workers. As we used locations
as the treatment, important differences in individual workers’ behaviors were observed
leading to precocious foraging. These finding shed light on why beekeepers often
struggle with determining an exact cause of death as multiple stressors can interact at one
time eventually leading to colony failure (O’Neal et al. 2018). Additionally, our findings
illustrated that pesticides could have differential impacts within the same colony affecting
workers and queens simultaneously. Honey bees are rarely located in sites with the level
of pollution seen in our study meaning chronic, sublethal effects are likely more muted
and extend over a longer time period. Regardless, highly intensified agricultural
landscapes with pesticide exposure potential can have a substantial impact on colony
functions and increase colony failures.
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3.7.

Figures

Number of workers performing behavior
summed over 4 hives ± SEM

Figure 3.7.1 Worker bee behaviors. Average number of worker bees performing nine
different behaviors across three age cohorts (Nurse, Nest, Forager) pooled over eight total
observation hives from “contaminated” (ENREEC) versus “control” (Kimmel)
treatment locations. Significant differences denoted by *P ≤ 0.1, **P ≤ 0.05, ***P ≤ 0.01
(comparison with controls).

***

***
***

** **

Worker bee age cohort
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Figure 3.7.2 Queen behavior measurements. Behavioral data results on observation hive
queen measures including Distance moved per minute, Time spent moving per
observation, Number of eggs laid per minute, and Number of rests per minute.
Significant difference denoted by *P ≤ 0.1, **P ≤ 0.05, ***P ≤ 0.01 (comparison with
Controls).

**

colonies, and samples 10-11 were pooled from 8 different colonies.

Appendix Table A1. Pesticide residue levels and subsequent hazard quotient detected in individual pooled pollen
samples. HQbee scores were calculated using the oral acute LD50 for each pesticide. Samples 1-9 were pooled from 4
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